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CURRICULUM BABES AS DETERMINED BY
MANUAL, INDUSTRIES
1.
CHAPTER I
It has been the purpose of this study to find bases
upon which to formulate a scheme for industrial curriculuin-makiiig
.
Before any satisfactory course of study can be drawn up, which
will meet the needs of the boys and girls who are eventually to
drift into industry, and which will meet the demands of the em-
ployer, the actual situation for industrial school training must
first of all be determined. It must be determined for what
trades and industries schools can be of service and what the
nature of such instruction must be. There are industries which
need only manipulative skill for their operations while others
lay great emphasis on technical knowledge. Where skill is the
principal factor for efficiency it must be determined whether
this skill can be acquired only under shop conditions or whether
the school has here also a field for service. The same is true
regarding technical knowledge. And we must know not only whether
the technical knowledge that is necessary for the workers can be
acquired wholly, or only in part, or not at all under conditions
of regular employment, but also what is to be the nature of the
courses for this technical instruction. In this study we propose
to let industry judge what the school can do and should do and
what it cannot do; also whether the emphasis in school training
should be upon general education or technical instruction.
Data were also gathered concerning average schooling
of the workers, conditions of apprenticeship, conditions of pro-

8motion, shifting from industry to industry, wages and other facts
which have a bearing on this problem of industrial training.
The age at which the average worker leaves school and the age
at which he drifts into his life work was made a problem for
inquiry in order to determine how long the young worker is engaged
in "blind-alley" jobs and also what is the best age for industrial
school training. All this is for the purpose of building for
trades and industries curriculums in which what is wasteful in
education and of no value either to the worker or employer will
be reduced to a minimum while at the same time a training will
be provided for the produces that will give him as an individual
culture and as a worker a greater degree of industrial productivity
.
Several similar industrial surveys have already been
made. Among these are the Springfield Survey which was conducted
under the direction of Leonard P. Ayres for the Russell Rage
Foundation; the New Orleans Survey of the Isaac Delgerdc Central
Trade School conducted by David gpence Hill; and the Richmond
Survey conducted under the direction of C. A. Prosser for the
National society for the Promotion of Industrial Education and
Chas. H. Winslow, special Agent of the United States Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The Springfield and the New Orleans Surveys
have approached the problem of industrial education from one
angle while the Richmond survey has studied it from several
angles. The former tried to discover bases for vocational educa-
tion through a study of the intentions of the children and the
occupations of fathers, older brothers and older sisters; the
latter proceeded by making in addition a study of the trades and
industries, and more part icularly of the operations involved in
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each department of work. We have for the most part adopted the
procedure of the pichmond Survey,
Aa the findings of thia Survey are supplementary to
the other investigations, it is in order briefly to give a resume'
of each of these three Surveys and to state the bases that they
found. And when the conclusions of all three of the Surveys are
the same, it is of value to check up and substantiate conclusions.
Mr. Ayres gathered facte concerning all of the 13-year
old boys and girls in the public school in Springfield, their
fathers, and their older brothers and sisters. The study was
confined to the children who were 13, years of age because that
is the last year of compulsory school attendance and hence the
last that many of the children are in school. Children of that
age may also be considered the raw material for industrial train-
ing because at about that stage many of them begin work. Facts
were gathered concerning the occupations of the older brothers
and sisters to discover what occupations young people of that
city do actually enter; and concerning the fathers to discover
in what groups of occupations they are engaged and also what sorts
of work the city needs to have done.
The data concerning the school grades brought to light
two significant facts: (l) that thirteen year old boys are found
in each grade from the first year elementary to the third ar
high school; and (2) that nearly half of the 13-year old boys
and girls are in the sixth grade or below. From this we may rea-
sonably expect that large numbers of these boys and girls will
soon leave school with a very inadequate educational preparation.

The figures showing how these 731 boys and girls are distributed
through the grades are presented in the following table.
-
Table 31 (From Springfield Survey)
.
Grades of boys and girls 13 years old.
Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
II
III
Total
Boys
6
20
56
90
97
79
23
1
1
373
Girls
1
1
10
41
87
121
87
9
1
358
Total
1
7
30
97
177
218
166
32
2
1
731
"From the point of view of vocational education, "
says Mr. Ayres "this condition is of the greatest importance. It
indicates that in this city, as in many other cities, the problem
of securing a reasonably complete elsementary schooling for all
of the children must be solved if any successful system of voca-
tional education is to be instituted,
"
The date concerning the birth places of the fathers
and children show that only one father in six was born in the
city of springfield and that among the children only onehalf
were born there. Mr. Ayres holds that this fact is significant
for education, "because it is often urged that the schools de-
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velop courses of vocational education that will directly pr-pare
the children to enter the local industries. But if present con-
ditions maintain in the future, it appears that the great ma-
jority of adults will not go to work in the communities in fhioh
they receive their schooling. The Division of Education of the
Russell Sage Foundation has gathered these date concerning the
birthplaces of 13 year old children and their fathers in 78 other
cities and they substantiate the findings for Springfield, namely,
the imigration from city to city is very common. This fact can-
not be entirely disregarded when vocational curriculums are dis-
cussed. The Springfield Survey concludes that these facts indi-
cate "the danger of planning any system of vocational education
that ..ill merely provide a narrowly specialized preparation for
entrance into the local industries of that city w and urges the
"desirability of a broad form of education, having for its aim
the development of these sorts of general knowledge, adaptability,
and resourcefulness which will be of greatest practical use in
money-earning occupations." The following table has been taken
from the Survey, showing the birthplaces of the children and their
fathers:
-
Table 32- From Springfield Survey.
Birthplace Children Fathers
Number Per cent Numb er Per cent
Springfield 362 50 122 17
Other locality in 111. 254 34 245 34
Other state in U. S. 79 11 221 30
Foreign Country 36 5 143 19
Total 731 100 731 100

The industries in which the fathers, brothers, and
sisters work were tabulated and for this purpose the industrial
classification of the United States Census Bureau was used. This
includes the following five main divisions:
I. Industries of Extraction—Agriculture, Forestry,
Mining, etc.
II. Industries of Transformation- (Building trades,
manufacturing, etc.)
Ill Industries of Transportation and Communication
—
(Railroads, Telegraph, etc. )
IV. Industries of Trade-(Wholesale & Retail Trade, Real
Estate, etc.)t T"> '
V. Service-(Government
,
Professional, Domestic, Personal
The tabulations of these data 3howed (1) that there
was a cloae agreement between the proportions of fathers and.
working brothers who were engaged in each class of industry and
the number of the boy3 who chose to enter the same industrial
vocation; (2) that the figures which were tabulated for the girls
and their older sisters disclose no such agreement. Girls as a
rule v/ish to enter occupations different from those in which
their older sisters are engaged. The figures for the boys do
not show that boys as individuals wislh to enter the same specific
occupations as their fathers and brothers, but merely that there
is an agreement a3 to the number of the boys who desire to enter
one of the five industrial divisions as they have been classified
and the percentages of the older brothers and fathers engaged in
the particular industries of that division.
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Table 33—Comparison by percentile distribution of
choice of 13-year-old boys and pexsent employment of brothers and
fathers, (from opringfield Survey)
Industrial Group Choice of boys Work of
bro thers
Work of
i atners
•
i x tract ion 14 1 f
Transformation 41 35 34
Transportation 12 17 16
Trade 18 21 17
Service 15 10 11
Total 100 100 100
The figures showing the occupations chosen "by the boys
and girls and those in which their brothers, sisters and fathers
are actually engaged, show that the aspirations of youth are far
beyond the realizations of maturity. This also holds true in
respect to the number of years of education the boys and girls
hope to secure compared with the education that the young people
of Springfield do actually avail themselves of. A few figures
will make this very evident. Fifteen of the boys wish to be
civil engineers whereas only one father is engaged in that pro-
fession; twenty-3ix boys desire to become electricians; but only
two fathers are so engaged; seventy- six of the girls wish to
become teachers but only five of their older sisters have entered
that profession; seventy-one girls wish to become stenographers
but only fourteen of their sisters are so employed. Ninety-one
percent of the boys and girls express their intentions of enter-
ing high school, but probably less that 45 per cent will succeed;
twenty-four per cent intend to go to college, but very few will
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ever do so.
Mr. Ayree concludes, however, that his dat->- justify
the belief that the choices of the boys are fairly reliable as
indices of the general nature of the occupations that they will
follow. But the choices of the girls untrustworthy both in
general and detail. The choices of the boys who wish to be
workers in industry cluster very closely around a small number
of occupations. The Survey enumerates 12 occupations are requir-
ing industrial-school training. But it further urges that it ia
impractical to establish a differentiation curriculum for each
of twelve occupations. So a general industrial preparation is
advocated by Mr. Ayres. Nor would he favor that this education
be a mere extension of manual training, for he condemns this
as too formal and inelastic. Rather, indeed, he would have Spring
field abandon the formal teaching of series of exercises in her
manual-training shops and substitute instead real work on school-
buildings to keep them in regular repair, this work to be under
the direction of skilled journeymen. This would give the boys
of Springfield practical work for many of the more important in-
dustrial vocations, such as plumbing, painting, steam-fitting,
carpentry, and many other occupations. This plan has the advan-
tage of economy and at the same time it affords the young worker
practical experience under the direction of skilled jpurneymen
who are employed for this purpose.
The New Orleans Survey also made a study of the thirteen
year-old boys. The method of proceudre did not differ essentially
from Mr. Ayres 1 investigation at qpringf ield. The findings also
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substantially corroborate the findings at Springfield. Fewer
than one fourth of the thirteen-year-old white boys in the jublic
schoolB are in or above the seventh grade and for the year 1912-13
over 55 per cent of them were in or below the fifth grade. Ex-
amination of the records of 1229 truants shows that there is a
very high correlation between tnuancy and retardation. All this
is significant, for the reason that these facts warrant us in
concluding that large numbers enter industrial work with very
unsatisfactory elementary schooling.
The Richmond Survey in addition to substantiating data
gathered by the other surveys concerning the thirteen-year-old
boys, choice of occupations, and the work of fathers and cider
brothers, also made a comprehensive study of the operations in-
volved in different departments of work and other facts which woul
throw light upon the problem of vocational education. To fill
out the schedules interviews were held with employers and workers.
Occupations were studied by trade group and a conrplete analysis
of each occupation was prepared, which was afterward presented in
chart form. The following five imdus trial or trade groups: were
studied: (1) printing, (2) metal, (3) building and wood working,
(4) tobacco, and (5) department stores. In the descriptive analy-
sis of these occupations the processes or operations carried on
in it were explained and also the physical, hygiene, and economic
conditions of the work, the requirements demanded of the workers
and the kind of schooling that is necessary. The principal con-
clusions of the Richmond Survey are the following:
-
(1) In the city of pichmond 40 per cent of all workers
are engaged in industrial pursuits.
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(3) A total number ofl 1050 children between the ages
eight and twelve are neither in public nor private schools; these
children would attend school if compulsory education laws were
enforced.
(3) Relatively few children permanently leave school in
Richmond before the age of 13. After 14 they begin to fall out
rapidly.
(4) More than half of the white children, but consider-
ably less than half of the colored children complete the elemen-
tary grades.
(5) Thirteen and 14-year-old children are in all grades
from the first elementary to the third year high school.
One half of the white boy3 and girls are in the sixth
grade or below. More than one half of the colored boys are in
the fifth grade or belov/.
Table 6-( from Richmond Survey, compared with the
corresponding table of Springfield)
Grades of 13 and 14-year-old boys and girls, 1914.
Grade White Boys White girls Colored boys Colored girls
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(6) About nine tenths of the pichmcnd school children
and more than five sixths of their fathers were born either in
the city of pichrnond or elsewhere in Virginia.
(7) Nearly two thirds of the white older brothers are
distributed among thirteen occupations. More than one half are
engaged as clerks, salesmen, machinists, plumbers, printers,
messengers, and steel and iron workers.
(8) Four fifths of the older sisters were employed eithe
as stenographers, tobacco operatives, sales women, clerks, tele-
phone operators, paper operatives, and bookkeeping.
(9) The average age of beginning work is a little over
fifteen years for both white and colored boys.
(10) Facts based on the individual schedules secured
from workers:
a) No children under fourteen are employed
b) Most of the city workers are trained in Richmond.
c) Nine hours is the usual working day.
d) Time lost from employment is relatively inccnsiderab
e) Little time is lost by accidents.
f) Workers shift very little.
g) Pour years is the average period of apprenticeship.
a) Seven out of every ten learned the trade in Richmond
i) More than one third reported physical or nervous
strain
j) More than one fourth report occupational diseases,
k) There is a difference in opinion as to the adequacy
of shop instruction.
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1) The typical Richmond worker haa had less than seven
years' schooling,
m) Lack of school training hampers progress of workera.
n) Many workers have taken corresp ndence courses since
leaving the regular schools.

CHAPTER II
13.
METHOD OF THE PRESENT SURVEY
This industrial survey was first conducted by the
questionnaire method. The preparation of the questionnaire follow
ed the suggestions of C. R. pichards which were published in
Vocational Eaucation of January, 1914. Mr Richards arranged the
outline for the special purpose of suggesting a method w v:ich, it
was hoped, would contribute some valuable data for the study
of industrial-school training. As so many surveys have been made
the results of which are not commensurate with the expense-
The following questionnaire wa3 drawn up:-
ILLINOIS SCHOOL SURVEY
A Co-operative Investigation of School conditions and
8chool Efficiency, initiated and Conducted by the
Teachers of Illinois in the Interest of all
the Children of All the People.
TOPIC: VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Form V
Return to Charles Hughes Johnston, Urbana, Illinois.
Questionnaire on Gainful Pursuits.
Questions regarding as a gainful pursuit.
1. The number of workers in it; male and female with differant
ages: the number 14 years old 15 16 etc. up
to 80
2. The number of years of schooling of each of these workers by
age and sex
3. (a) The ages in the pursuit: at the beginning at the
end of 6 months 1 year 2 years 3
years etc.
,
up
(b) What is the average length of time workers remain in the
pursuit? show by figures
(c) How is this average length of period explained?
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What are the health conditions under which the pursuit ie
practiced? Describe in detail
To what degree is the pursuit seasonal?
To what extent is the occupation enduring? That is, is it a
permanent one in existence for 50 or 100 years, or was it
born a few years ago and will it die (day after tomorrow)?
Describe to the best of your knowledge, basing reply upon
opinions of manufacturers, employers etc
(a) Is skill or technical knowledge or both needed for effi-
ciency and progress?
(b) Can skill be obtained (a) in whole (b) in part..
cr (c) not at all under conditions of regular employ-
ment?.
(c) How can the technical knowledge required bo so obtained...
(a) in whole (b) in part (c) not at all
(a) Total nmmber of persons (l) in upper stages of the indus-
tries (2) lower stages
(b) Averages wages in (l) upper (2) in lower
(c) Number of new employees each year
(d) Is the industry intermittent or steady?
(a) Is it difficult to secure efficient foremen?
(b) Is it difficult to secure efficient workers?
(c) Are high grade workmen promoted from below?
or directly employed?
(d) Can untrained beginners be used in the industry?
(e) Different ways negirmers enter the occupation?
(f) Preferred age of beginners?
(g) Number between 14 years and 16 years of age entering during
one year?
(h) Number between 14 years and 18 years of age entering during
one year?
(i) Average school training of those beginning?
(j) Average wages of these beginners for each of first two year;
first year second year
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(k) Number of beginners leaving during one ye r?
(1) Number remaining in low paid work at end of 6 years?
(m) Number advanced to skilled work at higher w^.gee at end
of 6 years?
10. (a) Do beginners have a chance to learn more than one operatici
,
or kind of work?
how many?
(b) Different kinds of work in the industry?
(c) Are there opportunities later on for those showing ability
to change work?
(d) Is the occupation open at top for all with requisite
ability?
(e) Does employer in any way provide instruction for workers?
(f) Can the ability to do the work well be acquired without
instruction?
(g) Is there an apprentice system?
(h) Number of young workers apprenticed?
11. What qualities must the worker possess? Underscore with TV/0
lines the essential qualities, with One line desirable quali-
ties:- strength, endurance, intelligence, quickness, accuracy,
dexterity, carefulness, judgment, artistic feeling, finger
skill, eye for form, eye for color, good ears, sense of touch,
smell, nimbleness of bodily movement ,moral responsibility,
truthfulness
.
12. (a) Does the work stimulate or restrict one's intellectual
interests and growth?
(b) What peculiat physical or general nervous health strain
is involved?
(c) Is the work morally deteriorating?
13. (a) Is this industry suffering or hampered by lack of general
education of workers?...,.
(b) Is general school education beyond the "working paper",
or "permits grafle" desirable?
(c) Is a complete high school education desirable?
(d) Is "industrial school training" in every form desirable?
(a) in upper grades? (h) in high school?
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(e) Check which is most important (l) general knowledge....
\2) general industrial and economic intelligence
,3) Specialized technical knowledge
) Actual manipulative skill in the special process or
parts of process of the particular industry
(f) Is it better to have the instruction you indicate as im-
portant above (a) before or (b) after entrance
upon the occupation?
(g) Would manipulative skill, industrial intelligence and
technical knowledge, which may be acquired at ages 14-16
in the all-day school, figure decidedly in adding chances
(a) of employment (b ) of advancement in
salary and higher skilled wcrk
14. Can evening classes, part-time classes (day or night) be con-
ducted for the education of those engaged in this occupation?
Show if possible by figures
15. Would a 1-day-per-week plan..
Would a ^-day-per-week plan..
Would an every-aft ernoon plan
Or every-other-week plan of part-time schooling and work be
best for the occupation?
16. Is the occupation over-crowded? Show by figures
17. What are the hours of labor? Show by figures?...
18. Waat are the hazards of the pursuit (accidents, diseases, over
str-in, etc )? ,
19. Is the economic condition of the families of the children (14-
13) in the industry such that the income of the family unit
would not be reduced below a fair living wage by the loss
of the wage on the part of the child in,
(a) A half-time or week-ab ut scheme, whereby the child gave
alternate weeks to factory and to school. This means a re-
duction of 50 per cent in wage.
(16) A part-time scheme whereby the child gave one day per
week to the school? This means a reduction of IS 2/3 per
cent in wage.
(c) A part-time scheme calling for one-half day per week of the
child's time?
Date of beginning the survey of ending it
Name of person reporting
Survey covered the following town or district
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Twenty-five hundred blanks were sent cut to different
industries throughout the state of Illinois. Special effcrt was
made to have only representative large plants included in this
number. However it was very difficult tc determine this with
any great degree of accuracy. Of these twenty-five hundred blanks
which were mailed to different establishments fewer than fatty
were returned, and of these more than twenty-five had tc be elimi-
nated, because they were not filled out properly. lany of the
replies were merely statements of the fact that the industry
employed only a clerical force or had gone out of business.
From this it is obvious that the questionnaire method
proves a failure in securing data regarding curriculum-making
for industrial education. Besides the small number of returns,
the questionnaire method has other limitations. For the blanks
that were returned are only partially filled out and the answers
given are not complete and explicit as to their meaning. In
several cases, a personal interview was held v/ith the employer
to check up his answers, and almost invaiably the two sets of
answers were inconsistent with one another. These who answered
the questionnaire failed first of all to realize the purpose of
the investigation and again they could not express themselves
fully in their answers. Furthermore, it cannot be determined from
the replies what is the need of industrial training, what should
be the nature of such training, not what courses should be in-
troduced into the industrial curriculum. At best, the only con-
clusion that the questionnaire returns warrant has reference to
the employers' attitude toward education both general and indus-
trial. The replies also furnish some opinions as bo where the
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ekill ana the technical knowledge ia to be acquired, whether in
the industry or in the schorl.
Therefore to make this investigation more nearly com-
plete and conclusive, industries, each each representative df a
large number of industries throughout the state, were personally
investigated. A descriptive analysis of each was made. All of
the departments in every industry were visited, and all of the
operations were noted. A tabulation was made of the machines and
tools used. Different kinds of work were studied to ascertain
whether both skill and technical knowledge were necessary for
efficiency and progress, and also where the necessary skill and
the necessary or desirable technical knowledge are to be acquired,
whether in the school or under shop conditions.
The school can do one or two, or all three things for
the coming industrial worker: it can give him manipulation skill,
technical knowledge, or a broad general education. It has been
our purpose, from conferences with foremen, superintendents, and
presidents of industrial establishments, to let industry itself
judge what the school should do to promote efficiency in indus-
trial workers, whether to impart skill, technical knowledge, or
general education; or, if all three are attempted, on what one
the greatest emphasis should be placed.
In our study of the manipulation skill that was involved
in an opertaion, we paid special attention to the physical char-
acteristics or moral qualities that are essential to the attain-
ment of a satisfaction of skill in any particular operation. Also
we tried to ascertain what was the approximate length of time
necessary to attain this skill. For even in a relatively un-
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skilled labor, it always takes a considerable period of time to
acquire the muscular co-ordination that is essential to economy of
of movement. Htinst eruurg in his book, "Psychology and Industrial
Efficiency" goes into this subject in great detail. In order to
determine what courses could be introduced into the curriculuu
that would be directly essential in preparation for any particular
department of ork. We tried to find out not only whether tech-
nical knoxvledge was necessary for efficiency and progress and
whether this could wholly or only partly be acquired under shop
conditions, but also what is the nature of the technical knowledge.
Further information on all of the other topics which were outlined
in the questionnaire was obtained, such as wages, apprenticeship,
the efficiency of foremen and workers, the average age of beginners
,
the preferred age of beginners, what factors (remediable by the
school) hamper the pursuit, and all other information significant
for curriculum building. In a word, the merits of a personal in-
vestigation as against a questionnaire are thoroughness, accuracy,
definiteness and dependability.
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CHAPTER III
SYNOPSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNS
.
The fourteen replies of the questionnaire are presented
in the following synopsis. On many of the questions the returns
show a decided agreement, On question (7) and (9) regarding
skill and technical knowledge, and the securing of efficient
foremen and workers, there is no such agreement. Because of the
small number of replies, no decided conclusions are warranted,
even where there is such an agreement among the answers.
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SYN0PSI3,-
1- The total number employed in the industries that re-
ported cannot be ascertained. Six industries report a total em-
ployment of 766 people.
2- Fe.v children under 18 years of age are employed.
About ten are employed during one year in the Parson's Manufactur-
ing Company. Apprentices are, almost without exception, over 18
years of age.
3- The average echo 1 training ranges from 7 to 8 years.
4- A considerable proportion of the poorer workmen shift
from industry to industry. Th<ase in the higher stages remain long
in one pursuit.
5-The preferred age of begin ers is from 16 to 20 years;
the consensus zf opinion places 18 a3 the preferred age.
6- All of the industries maintain that they are rarely
intermittent and enduring.
7- Three industries report that they have difficulty
in securing efficient foremen and four industries report no dif-
ficulty. Four industries report that they have difficulty in se-
curing efficient workers and four also report that they have no
difficulty. A machinery crmpany, an iron and wire company and a
printing company have difficulty in securing efficient workers
and foremen. An iron works manufacturing cemapny has difficulty
only in securing efficient foremen. An aluminum company has dif-
ficulty in securing efficient wcrkera.
8- Eight industries have no apprentice systems and three
have. In one establishment eight apprentices are employed, in
another two and the other does not state.
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9- jjone report any phyoical or nervous strain except
an iron works manufacturing company where much noise involves a
nervous strain.
10- The average wage of journeymen ranges from *3.50
to $4.50 a day, and the average wage of apprentices ranges from
$1 to $3 a day with an increase for each succeeding yeir.
11- The hours of labor are from eight to ten hours a
day
.
12-Ten establishments report that both skill and techni-
cal knowledge are needed for efficiency and progress, and two
others report that only skill is necessary, with technical know-
ledge only for foremen who can acquire this best through private
study. All assert that the skill needed can be wholly acquired
under conditions of regular employment. Three out of eleven in-
dustries report that technical knowledge required can be partly
obtained under conditions of regular employment, and the other
eight report that the technical knowledge can wholly be so ob-
tained*
13- It is the opinion of ten industries that the indus-
try is n t hampered by lack of general education and two hold that
their industries are hampered by lack of general education; and
these two industries are machine shops.
14- Nine industries report that a general education
beyond the "working paper" or "permits " grade is not desirable;
one reports that such education is desirable but not essential,
and two maintain that such education is desirable; one holds that
it is desirable only for foremen.
J.5- Industrial school training is desired by nine es-
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tablishments, and one thinks that it would be desirable if prac-
tical enough.
16- The consensus of opinion is against evening classes.
17- Promotions are usually made from below.
18- Accidents are reported in many cases.

CHAPTER IV
24.
THE CENSUS REPORT.
The report of the personal investigation of the more
representative industries, for educational purposes is tabulated
in outline form. The outline is the same as the questionnaire
exeept that it has been reconstructed somewhat to make it more
comprehensive and better organized. Twenty-two different indus-
tries have been studied and in a very general way the process of
each has been described. This study has devested special attention
to the courses that should be introduced into the curriculum for
different industries. This information was obtained from confer-
ences with the foremen of each department and also somewhat from
personal observation of the work in different operations. The
outline follows the index of twenty-two trades and industries.
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INDEX OF THE INDUSTRIES AND TRADES STUDIED.
Total Employment 10,000
1- Manufacturing of furniture
3- Foundries (iron and brass)
3- Manufacture of steel wire
4- Glove making
5- Farm implement and harvesting companies
6- Car shops
7- Machine and tool shops
8- Manufacture of tin and brass goods.
9- Blacksmiths
10- cordage
11- Cooperage
13- Distilling
13- Brewing
14- Brick-making
15- Candy-making
16-Carpentering
17- Plumbing
18- ,Steam-f it ting
19- Painting and paper-hanging
20- Brick-laying, concrete mixing, and plastering
21- Printing
22- Laundering
OUTLINE
1- Trade or industry
2- The departments
3- Statement of process through all the operations.
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4- Soope of the study (number employed)
5- Analysis of the operations,-
a) That involve a peculiar physical or general nervous health
strain*
b) That involve liability to disease and accidents.
c) That involve moral deterioration.
d) That stimulate one's intellectual interests and growth.
e) That restrict one's intellectual interests and growth.
6- Facts that conern the workers,
-
a) Number that continually shift.
b) Number that have only seasonal employment.
c) Difficulty in securing efficient fcremen.
d) Difficulty in securing efficient workmen.
e) Employment of hgih grade workmen,- promoted from below
or directly employed.
f) Promotions from one department to another.
g) Average wage.
7- Facts that concern beginners,
-
a) Preferred age of beginners.
b) Number employed between 14 and 18 years of age.
c) Ages at which they drift into the pursuit.
d) Ways in which untrained beginners are employed.
e) Condition of apprenticeship.
f) Provision for systematic instruction of apprentices.
g) Wage for apprentices.
8- The proper equipment necessary for workers,
-
a) General education.
b) Trade and technical knowledge.

c) Manipulative skill
d) Essential qualities.
e) Common deficiencies.
9- What the industry can do,-
1- Trade or technical knowledge
2- Manipulative skill.
10- What the school must do,
—
a- Before entering the shop,
b- After entering the shop.
I. Trade and technical knowledge.
II. Manipulative skill.
11- Nature of continuation courses.
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1- Industry: The manufacture of furniture.
3- Departments: Cutting department; maokine department; cabinet
department; veneer department; and commoi. labor.
8- Process: The lumber is well dried in ventilated kilns, cut
up into desired lengths, and planed down to uniform thickness.
Cross-cut saws, rip saws, band and belt saws are used for this
department. Judgment must be exercised in the economical selectiOi
of materials; uniformity and symmetry for the product must be se-
cured through accurate measurements; and care must be exercised
to eliminate waste of materials through haphazard cutting.
From the cutting department the materials are taken to
the machine department where operations are made with jointers,
planers, circular and band saws, sand papering machine, and ma-
chines for making tenons and mortises. The lumber is further
sawed into proper lengths, planed, smoothed, made of right thick-
ness, and then is seasoned and sand-papered. Lathes are used for
turned work such as columns and rails. Scroll anf grill work is
done on benches with jig-saws.
Now the parts are all prepared to be assembled and glued
in the cabinet room where further scraping and sand-papering is
also done. The tools for this department are planes, saws, chisels
spokeshaves, and hammers. To facilitate gluing, clamp devices are
used to keep the parts together. From the cabinet room the pro-
duct is sent to the veneer department.
The veneering is dampened and subjected to high pressure
for a few days to take out the roughness. When released from the
presses it is exposed to tlie air and dried • The veneering is
then cut into slabs of different lengths with large cutting machint
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Much care and accuracy is necessary for cutting, wherefore only
the most experienced men are encharged with the cutting of the
more expensive veneering. The slabs are matched to suit the
grain and a keen artistic sense is necessary for this. Trimming,
sand-papering and gluing completes the process and the furniture
is brought to the finishing room where it is polished, stained,
and varnished.
Common labor is employed for transfering lumber to
different departments; unloading cars; piling lumber; handling h
heavy timbers to be sawed, storing furniture in store-houses,
padding ti for shipment; loading cars; delivering furniture in
moving vans; heaving coal and all other unskilled work.
4- Employment! Approximately 1000 men.
5- (a) Physical or nervous strain: The monotonous noise of saws
and planers; lifting of heavy timbers; quick work in cabinet
room.
(b) Danger from accidents: Liable to be caught in belts and
saws.
(c) Moral deterioration: None, except bad associations with
the common unskilled laborers.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: The exerciee of good
taste in matching veneering; the making of high-class
furniture which requires much care and good judgment; the
making of close measurements; the selection of right ma-
terial to make the desired furniture^; the manipulation
of complex machinery,
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Machanical work like
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feeding lumber into machines, piling lumber; storing
furniture; polishing the cheaper furniture; aand-papering.
6- (a) Shifting: The poorer workmen and a large per cent of the
common laborers continually cooee and go.
(b) Seasonal employment: All the common labor and a large
number of those in the more skilled work are even liable
to lose employment.
(c) Securing efficient workmen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high-grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Very seldom.
(g) Wages: From $3.75 to $4.00.
7- (a) Preferred age: From 16 to 18 years.
(b) Number under 18 years: About seven out of every hundred.
(c) Entering age: At all ages: Usually from 31 to 35 for those
who will eventually become skilled workmen.
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers in fe ding machines,
in polishing and sand-papering; in all the common unskillec
labor; In putting on the rougher coats of paint.
(e) Apprenticeship: No defined system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: From $1 a day and up; with an in-
crease of one dollar for each succeeding year.
8- (a) General Education: A grammar school education,
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: The technical knowledge of
the machines; the varieties and properties of different
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kinds of weed; warping and the influence of mointure;
drawing and shop mathematics; grading of veneering; the use
and application of varnishes; designing of new styles.
(c) Manipulation skill: The use of common tools: hammers,
chisels, saws, and machinery.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength, dexterity in the use of
tools; artistic feeling; quickness; intelligence in the
more skilled operations.
(e) Common deficiencies: Lack of interest in work; wastefulness
also a tendency tc do as little ae possible.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: What is inci-
dentally acquired through actual practice,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary to do
the work properly.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school edu-
cation and pre-vocational training in wood working,
(b) Education after entering the shop:
I. Grading and measuring of lumber; technical knowledge of
the machinery used; mechanical drawing; shop mathematics
color mixing and varnishing; modern methods in veneering
and furniture making*
II. The manipulation skill can be learned in a very short
time in the industry itself under shop conditions.
11- Continuation courses: Mechanical drawing; shop mathematics;
and other specialized courses that cover the trade and the
technical requirements of wcod-wcrking.
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1- Industry: Foundry (braes and iron)
2- Departments: Wo^d-pattern making; core-making; brasn and
iron molding.
3- Process: From the blue print the wooden designs are drawn up.
Tkeee are made both by hand and machinery. The wooden designs
are properly polished and are very carefully shaped to give the
subsequent castings the right dimensions. When the parts are
assembled for use, they are left losse to facilitate extrica-
tion from the mold. All the patterns are kept in a store-house
in case of future reference.
For cores sand is shaped into different shapes by boxes.
Usually some oil, or not infrequently molasses is aided to the
sand to facilitate handling, ^fter the core is formed, it is
placed in an oven and baked to harden it for use in the mold.
In molding the pattern is placed in a container, and is
then corered over with sand; The sand ie rammed in tightly and
vents are made to take out the gases. Molten metal is poured
into the mold and when cooled, the casting is taken out of the
flask to be cleaned.
4- Employment: Approzimately 25C men.
5- Physical or nervous strain:
(a) Molders and core makers do much bending, and heavy lifting,
(b) Danger from accident: Welders are liable to accidents from
molten iron; the sand which they constantly handle is also
damp; gases which escape from the metal are very unhealthy;
there is also much floating dust in foundries. Wood-workers
usually work in poorly ventilated buildings and they usually
endure much dust.
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(c) Uoral deterioration; None.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Making of new varictie
of patterns, cores and castings.
(e) Restriction cf Intellectual growth: Common varieties which
are made almost automatically.
6- (a) Shifting: The percentage that shifts is very small as
each of these departments are pretty well organized trades
(b) Seasonal employment: Very few unless very dull seasons
occur.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Very seldom: only in
exceptional cases when extraordinary abilities or aptitude
are noticed.
(g) Wages: Frcm $3 to $4 a day (Piece work rate system)
7- (a) Preferred age: From 16 to 18 years.
(b) Number under 18: Approximately one out of fifteen.
(c) Entering age: Usually from twenty to twenty-five.
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers in mixing sand; in
making commoner cores; in baking them; in filling molds.
(e) Apprenticeship: A four year period of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: Pvanging from $1.50 up, usually with
one dollare a day increase for each subsequent year.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education.
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(b) Trade and technical knowledge: For moldere, instruction
regarding the selection of sand, the use of flasks; the
setting of cores; the ramming of m©lds, the making of vents;
also the chemical and metallurgical aspects of molding shouL
be given.
For core-makers, metallurgy, the laws of contraction
and expansion, venting and rodding.
For wood-pattern makers; blue print reading, shop mathe-
matics; use of glues; manipulation of screws; the laws cff
contraction and expansion.
(c) Manipulation skill: In the handling of machines, molds,
flasks, sand.
(d) Essential qualities: For molders, strength, endurance, and
quickness. For core-makers, carefulness and accuracy. Far
wood-pattern makers, good eye sight, intelligence, and
dexterity.
(e) Common deficiencies: General education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge required in industry: Much cf the
trade and technical knowledge is incidentally acquired in
the shop.
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All the manipulative skill
must be gotten under shop conditions.
10- (a) Education before entering shops: A grammar school educatio]
with pre-vocational training in metal working; mechanical
drawing.
(b) Education after entering shop: Specialized courses cover-
ing the trade and the technical requirements of the in-
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duetry
.
II. None
11- Continuation coureea: Metallurgy drawing; shop mathemat ico;
contraction and expansion; mpdern methods,
1- Industry: Steel wire manufacturing.
2- Departments:
(a) Cleaning department.
(b) Lime baking department
(c) Wire-drawing room.
(d) Annealing and galvanizing.
(e) Wire fence weaving and gate making.
(f) Nail department.
3- Process: The steel rods are first brought into the cleaning
room where they are treated with acid to take off the rust and due
After they are cleaned with acid, the rods are dipped into lime
tubs to prevent corroding. The lime also serves as a lubricant
when the wire is put upon the blocks to be drawn out. The coat
of lime is baked on in furnaces. The acid solution in which the
the
wire has been cleaned, is used for making of copperas. Through
the process of wire drawing, the wire can be made for any desired
gauge. It is then annealed by passing it through furnaces, where
upon it also passes through a galvanizing solution. Woven fences
and wire nails are automatically made by machines.
4- Employment: 750 men.
5- Physical or nervous strain:
(a) In the drawing room and in the weaving department much
heavy lifting must be done.
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(b) Danger from accidents: In the drawing room accidents are
very liable to occur; the fumes from the acid in the clean-
ing room are unendurable; also in the copperas room the
men are liable to poisoning from the dust,
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Operations that demand
judgment and intelligence: making acid solutions; gauging;
galvanizing; annealing; manipulation of wea.ving machinery;
gate-making which demands skill and also a sense of the
artistic.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Mechanical operations:
feeding %ire into the machines; taking them off from the
bblocks
•
6- (a) Shifting: Very few: wire drawing is a specialized trade.
(b) Seasonal employment: In dull seasons the more unskilled
workers are without employment,
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Very seldom.
(g) Wages: $2.50 to $3.50.
7- Preferred age:
(a) From 16 to 18.
(b) Number under 18 years: Approximately 25.
(c) Entering age: From 20 to 25.
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers.
(e) Apprenticeship: No apprenticeship system.
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(f) Systematic instruction: No provision
8- (a) General education: A grammar schorl education.
M Trade or technical knowledge: Use of acids; principles of
galvanizing and annealing; grading of steel; modern methods
of weaving fences and drawing.
(o) Manipulative skill. Dexterity in the manipulation <££ wire.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength and quickness.
(e) Common deficiencies: Lack of general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All of the tech-
nical knowledge that is necessary for efficient operation,
can be so acquired.
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- (a) Education before entering the shops: A common school edu-
cation with pre-vocational courses in metal-working.
(b) I. Education after entering the shop: Specialized courses
that cover the trade and technical requirements of the
operation.
II. None.
11-- Continuation courses: Metal working; chemistry; physics;
grades of steel and the use of gauges; modern methods.
1- Industry: Glove-making.
3- Departments: Cutting department; Sewing department.
3- Process: The cloth is cut by machines which has devices for
different forms. These pieces of goods are then sewed together
both by hand and sewing machines.
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4- Employment: 250 girls.
5- (a) Physical or nervous strtin: Assiduous application to
alight operations; straining the eyes; posture becomes tire
some
.
(b) Danger frorr accidents: Liable to hurt fingers in the
machines.
(c) Moral deterioration: Exposed to bad association.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: None.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: All is mechanical.
6- (a) Shifting: A large per cent constantly shift from place
to place.
(b) Seasonal employment: Few and this because of dull seasons.
(c) Securing efficient foremen; No difficulty.
(D) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workers: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
((g) Wages: Piece work— $1 to |S a day.
7- (a) Preferred age: 16 to 18 years.
(b) Number under 18 years. Not determined.
(C) Entering age: From 16 to 26 .
(d) Employment of beginners: Directly employed on cutting
or sewing.
(e) Apprenticeship: No apprenticeship system,
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education and pre-
vocational work in sewing,
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: None.
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(c) Manipulative skill: Only dexterity in manipulation of
needle
.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength, quickness, and good eye-
eight .
(e) Common deficiencies: Lack of a general school education
and a proper amount of sewing.
(f)
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All that is
necessary.
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- Education before entering the shop; A grammar school educa-
tion and pre-vocational courses in sewing.
(b) I. Education after entering the shop: Technical knowledge
of sewing.
II. None.
11- Continuation courses: Kinds of good; stitches of all kinds;
styles of all periods.
1- Industry: Farm implement and harvesting companies.
3- (a) Departments: Receiving department.
(b) Foundry.
(c) Rattling room.
(d) Machine department
.
(e) Assembling department.
(f) Tool room.
(g) Pattern-making department.
(n) Drafting department,
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(i) Painting department,
(j) Storage.
3- Process: All the crude materials are brought into the receiv-
ing rooms where they are sorted, cleaned, and assembled. Much of
this material is taken into the foundry where castings of all parte
of farm implements are made. The drafters do all kinds of design-
ing and t'^.e pattern-makers make patterns of it. In the machine
room, castings and forcings are finished to size; chipping, drilling,
boxing, reaming, tapping, facing, broaching, and planing are the
usual operations. Castings before they are further operated on in
the machine room are cleaned and smoothed down in rattlers. In the
tool room machinery is repaired and constructed; the men in this
department, must be able to draw up a machine from blue-print.
For painting and storing very common labor is employed.
4- Employment: Approximately 1900 men.
5- (see analysis of foundry and machine 3hops)
6- (a) Shifting: Very few.
(b) Seasonal employment: Few as the occupation is generally
not seasonal
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing Efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Very seldom,
(g) Wages : $3.50 to $4.00 a day.
7- (a) Preferred age: From 16 to 18.
(b) Number under 18 years: Approximately 25.
(c) Entering age: From 30 to 25 years.
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(d) Employment of beginners: Aa helpers
(e) Apprenticeship: No apprenticeship system.
(f) Systematic instruction; No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education with pre-
vocational training in metal working.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: The technical knowledge that
is essential for pattern-makers , core makers, drafters.
machinists, and tool makers.
(c) Manipulative skill: In the handling of machines and tools.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength, endurance, quickness, and
a wholesome attitude toward industry.
(e) Common deficiencies: Lack of general education; lack Of
initiative. Deficient in shop mathematics and mechanical
drawing.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: Very much of the
trade and technical knowledge can be acquired in shop ex-
perience and all that is necessary to do the work properly,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school edu-
cation with pre-vocat ional training in metal working;
mechanical drawing.
(b)I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses that
cover the theory and the technical requirements of all the
departments of farm-niacdine manufacturing.
II. Nothing, except possible the use of common tools.
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11- Continuation courses: Courses that deal with wood-pattern
making, core-making, molding, machine and tool shops, and
drafting.
1- Industry: Car shops
3- Departments:
jja) General machine deparment
(b) Air brake department
(c) Odds aad ends department
(a) Brass works.
(e) Tool department.
(f) Dismantle department.
(g) Flur department.
(h) Sheet metal department.
(i) General over-hauling department
(j) Round house department.
to Black smi thing
(1) Tin department
(m) Foundry
(n) Pattern-makers
(o) Car-shop department.
1) Nickle-plating
2) Upholstering
3) Painting
4) Brass polishing.
5) Cabinet shop.
6) Car-building.
3- Employment: Approximately 3000 men.
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(a) Physical or nervous strain: In the locomotive department
there is an excess of noise which grates one's nerves.
(b) Danger from accidents: Serious accidents do ver fre^juently
occur; all the work is heavy and all the machines are dan-
gerous .
(c) Moral deterioration: The influences of anarchistic leaders
in closed shop; are envious of capital.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: The majority of the
operations are varied enough to prevent automatization.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Slight automatic
operations such as drilling, cutting, reaming.
(a) Shifting: Very few; this is also largely because there is
little inducement to change, for it is difficult to secure
employment at the present time.
(b) Seasonal employment: Few: work is fairly regular.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers; No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
(g) Wages: $3.50 for skilled; $1.60 for common labor.
(a) Preferred age: 16 to 18.
(b) Number under 18 years: Not determined.
(c) Entering age: From 31 to 25.
(d) Employment of beginners; As helpers in all operations;
also they are allowed to do the simpler operations.
(e) Apprenticeship: An apprenticeship of four years.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
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(g) Wages of apprentices; $1 a day.
8- (a) General education; A grammar school education with pre-
vocational training in metal working for the locomotive
shop and wood-working for the car shops.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Instruction in mechanics,
locomotive construction, the use of lathes, reamers drills,
bull-do ozer s, steel rollers; also instruction for the dif-
ferent departments in car shops such a3 pattern-making,
core-making, molding, car and locomotive repairing and buil<J
ing, nickel-plating, upholstering and painting.
(c) Manipulative skill: Dexterity in the manipulation of
machines and tools; skill in avoiding accidents and to do
the operations rapidly.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength, intelligence, judgment, and
moral responsibility.
(e) Common deficiencies: Lack of common school education; no
initiative; no moral responsibility; a hostile attitude;
carelessness; deficient in shop mathematics and mechanical
drawing.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All the techni-
cal knowledge that is necessary for practical operation,
(b) Skill acquired in industry. All that is required.
10- (a) Education before entering shop
:
A grammar school education
with pre-vocational training in metal working and wood-
working; mechanical drawing,
(b) I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the trade and also the technical knowledge in-
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volved in the different operations.
II.
11- Continuation courses: Metal working; chemistry; physics;
grades of steej and the use of gauges; modern methods.
1- Industry: Machine and tool shops.
2- Departments:
(a) Machine shops.
(b) Tool shops
3- Process: The casting are taken to the machine shops from the
foundry to be cleaned, drilling, reaming, filing, tapping, turn-
ing, facing, boring, planing, cutting gears and scraping bearings
are among the principal operations. Lathes, drill presses, reamer
shapers and boring railles are some of the principal machines. The}
draw up from blue prints very frequently and the designing of
machines also falls to them. Both machinists and tool-makers
must be skilled in the use of common tools.
4- Employment: Approximately 28 men.
5- Physical or nervous strain: Some heavy lifting must be done,
(b) Danger from accidents: Cast iron dust i3 liable to endan-
ger one's health; accidents are also very liable to occur.
(c) Moral deterioration: None.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Varied work; the con-
struction of varied machinery for tool-makers; the making
of very accurate operations for machinists.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Unvaried ordinary
work.
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6- (a) Shifting: Very few.
(b) Seasonal employment; Few.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen; Promoted from below.
(f) Proraoted from other departments: Very seldom.
(g) Wages : #3.50 a day.
7- Preferred age: 16 to 18
(b) Number under 18 years: Four
(c) Entering age: At all ages to 35
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers; also the easier opera-
tions are done by them.
(e) Apprenticeship: Four year period of apprenticeship.
(f ) Systematic instruction: No provision
(g) Wages of apprentices: $1 for first year and one dollar more
for each succeeding year.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education with pre-
vocational training in metal working.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Mechanical drawing, metal-
lurgy, methods of tempering and the effect upon metal when
heated to different temperatures; care and operation of
the machines, grading of steel and the uses and properties of
the different kinds.
(c) Manipulative skill: Handling of material which is worked
on; manipulation of tools; and the operation of machines.
(d) Essential qualities. Strength, dexterity, good eye-sight,
adaptability, initiative and inventiveness.
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(©) Common deficiencies: Deficient in gsneral education,
mechanical drawing, and shop mathematics.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All that is
necessary for practical work can be acquired in the shop,
(b) Skill acquired In industry; All that is necessary for
practical work, unless the work is very unvaried.
10>r
;
(a) Education before entering shop: A complete grammar school
education; mechanical drawing, advanced courses in mathematics
and pre-vocational courses in metal working and mechanical
drawing.
(b) I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical requirements of the trade.
II. None, unless some unusual operations which are not
performed in the shop.
11- Continuation courses: Mechanical drawing; shop mathematics;
metallurgy, construction of engines and the technical know-
ledge of machines; grades of steel and other materials and
their relative strength.
1- Industry: Manufacture of tin and brass goods.
3- (a) Departments: Welding
(b) Seaming and stamping
(c) Tinsmithing
( d) Boxing.
3- Process; All kinds of utensils, kettles, pales, tubs, boilers
were made out of tin and brass sheets. Rolling, stamping, and
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seaming machines are used to make the different operations. Mostly
all of the operations are automatically done except the welding
that is necessary which is done by tin-smiths,
4- Employment: 200 men and women,
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: In the machine rooms there
is much noise which is grating on one's nerves.
(b) Danger from accidents: Liability of getting one's fingers
caught in the machines.
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Only the designing of
of new makes.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: All the operations
which are automatically done.
6- Shifting: Few.
(b) Seasonal employment: The. pursuit is not seasonal.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f ) Promotions to other departments: Very seldom.
(g) Wages: $3.50 to $3.00 for journeymen.
7- (a) Preferred age: From 16 years up.
(b) Number under 18 years: Not determined.
(c) Entering age: At all ages.
(d) Employment of beginners: Directly as all the operations
demand little skill with the exception of welding.
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
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8- (a) General Education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Shop mathemat les and blue-
print reading f?r skilled tinsmiths; the uses and properties
of the different grades of tin; the processes of cutting;
shaping, and welding,
(c) Manipulative skill. In soldering, cutting, and rolling
the tin into shape,
(d) Essential qualities: Adaptability and dexterity.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in designing and laying of
new patterns for the advanced workers in this industry;
lack of general education for all the others.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: The necessary
technical knowledge,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that the trade requires.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: Grammar school edu-
cation; pre-vocat ional courses in metal working and
mechanical drawing,
(b) I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
giving the technical knowledge,
lit None.
11- Continuation courses: Mechanical drawing; designing; shop
mathematics; kinds and properties of different metals; process
of welding.
1- Industry: Furnace manufacturing.
2- Departments ---------
3- Process. Pinching the sheet iron rolling it between rollers,
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and riveting with red hot rivets constitutes the first operations
in furnace making. Radiators must be made; holes must be bored;
grates must be ground. Mathematically the size of pipe and grate
must be determined; the heating capacity and the amount of coal
consumed must be figured out; Soot burning and gas burning mu3t
also be arranged for through draft regulations. Expert work is
necessary to do riveting properly.
4- Employment: 150 men.
5- (a)Physical and nervous strain: Noise from rolling, hammering,
and riveting sheet iron.
(b) Danger from accidents: None.
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Designing; determining
the heating capacity, fuel consumption, draft, size of pipe
and grate.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Mechanical work: cut-
ting, pinching and rolling of sheet metal.
6- (a) shifting: Very few.
(b) Seasonal employment: Very few,
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen; Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
(g) Wages: Piece work rates: $3.50 to $3.50.
7- (a) Preferred age: 18 years.
(b) Number under 18 years: 8 boys.
(c) Entering age : All ages.
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(d) Employment cf beginners: Helpers in cutting, riveting,
pinching and hammering.
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
8- (a) General education: Grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: The calculations involved
in the designing of furnaces; processes f welding; grades
of metal.
(c) Manipulative skill: Dexterity in riveting and in the use
of tools.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength, adaptability, and endurance
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in education to make the
more advanced calculations.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All that is
required for the trade,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- (a) Education before entering shop: Grammar school o&ucation
and pre-vocational trainign in metal working and mechanioal
drawi ng,
(b)I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical knowledge required for the more
advanced work,
II. None
11- Continuation courses: Mechanical drawing; shop mathematics;
designing and instruction in making calculations on drafte,
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size of pipes and grate etc.
1- Industry: Blacksmiths.
2- Departments.— — - — - -
3- Process: Iron is worked into shape by he;; ting it in furnaces
and forging- it. The process includes selection of right fuel,-
regulating drafts, heating metal to proper temperature, using fine
sand for fluxing joints, welding and hammering. For horse-shoeing
trimming and cleaning he fs, fitting the shoe, nailing and clipping
are the operations. Wagon-repairing, tire-setting, sleigh-shoeing
are all operations of the blacksmiths.
4- Employment: 8 journeymen.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Handling of heavy tools, ex-
posed to much heat.
(b) Danger from accidents: Burns from hot iron.
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: The majority of the
operations are varied and require judgment.
(e) Restriction from intellectual growth: Automatic and un-
varied operations.
6- (a) Shifting: None
(b) Seasonal employment: None
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from belas.
(f) Promotions to other departments: No.
(g) Wages: From $3.50 to |4.00
7- (a) Preferred age: 18 years,
(b) Number under 18 years: None.
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(c) Entering age: JfOt determined.
(d) Employment cf beginners: As helpers.
(e) Apprenticeship: Nc system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages: of apprentices: Not determined,
8- (a) General Education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Ef ect upon metal of heating
it to different temperatures; methods of tempering; opera-
tion of forges; mechanical drawing and metallurgy.
(c) Manipulative skill: Handling of heated metal and the mani-
pulation of tools.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength and adaptability.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in general education; also
are deficient in annealing, tempering and mechanical draw-
ing.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: What is inciden-
tally acquired through the actual experience,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is required.
10- (a) Education before entering shop: Grammar school education
with pre-vocational work in metal working,
(b) I. Edu nation after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical requirements of the trade.
II. None
11- Continuation courses: Mechanical drawing, shop mathematics,
principles of annealing, tempering and hardening and metallurg; .
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1- Industry: Cordage.
3- (a) Departments: Breaking and cleaning department,
(b) Weaving department,
(o) Winding department.
3- Process: Raw hemp is cleaned and straightened out in machines
called "breakers". It is then made into cord and woven into rope
whereupon it is spun on spools. Little skill is neces&ary to
operate the machines and a large number of foreign girls are em-
ployed for this. Feeding hemp into the machines, catching it
into baskets when it comes out of the "breakers" and tending to
spools, are the principal operations in a cordage factory.
4- Employment: 370; of Whom many were foreign girls.
5- (a) Physical or nervous strain: Much noise; the strain of
very rapid operations.
(b) Danger from accidents: Liable to get caught in machines.
(c) Moral deterioration: Adjusting and setting machines;
grading the hemp, use of oils to saturate the cordage with;
to make it insect proof.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: All the common opera-
tions are mechanical.
6- (a) Shifting: A large number continually shift.
(b) Seasonal employment: The pursuit is generally ndb seasonal
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: No
(g) Wages: Girls earn from $6 to $10 a week: men from J9 to
$13 a week. \ Piece-work rate system)
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7- (a) Preferred age: No preference.
(b) Number under 18 year a: Not determined.
(c) Entering age: At all ages.
(d) Employment of beginners: Directly employed on the operatior
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction; No provision.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education,
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Technical knowledge of the
grades of hemp; of cordage machines; of rope designs; of
the use of oil3 for preservative purposes; of modern methods
of rope-making.
(e) Manipulative skill: Dexterity in the handling of hemp and
the manipulation of spools,
(d) Essential qualities: Endurance and alertness.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficiency in general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All of the
trade and technical knowledge that is necessary,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that the industry demands.
10- (a) Education before entering shop: A grammar school educatior
(b) I. Education after entering shop: A specialized courses
which give the technical knowledge.
II. None
11- Continuation courses: The designing of machines for this
industry; the varieties of hemp; the use of oils for preserva-
tive purposes.
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1
-Indus try: Cooperage.
2- (a) Departmental Barrel making department.
(b) Keg making department
(c) "Head making department.
(d) Gluing and parafining.
3- Process: Staves are kiln-dried and then trimmed on "jointers"
for even edges. They are assembled and passed through steam
boxes to make them pliable when drawing together. Heating to
give them the "set" is done in furnaces; grooves for heads are
made automatically by machinery; hoops are colied between rollers
to give them the right bend, are flared by a machine to give them
the right angle, and are then punched and riveted. The barrel is
headed and is tested, glued, parafined, and silicated in some
cases for preservative purposes.
4- (a) Employment: Approximately 200 men.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Noise from "joining" machines.
(b) Danger from accidents: None
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: The manipulation ct'
"jointers" fpr correct edges; adjustment of flaring machine.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Mechanical operations;
placing flay leaves between the staves, sawing out "bung-
holes", coiling, punching, and riveting hoops.
6- (a) Shifting: Very few.
(b) Seasonal employment: The pursuit ha3 hitherto not been
seasonal although Probition has diminished the demand in
recent years,
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
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(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom
(g) Wages: $2.50 to $3.50 a day (Piece work)
7- (a) preferred age: 16 to 20
(b) Number under 18 years: Approximately 35.
(c) Entering age: From 20 to 25.
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers; also directly employed
on the less skilled operations.
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: $1.50 to $2.00 for common labor.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade and technical knowledge: Manipulation of jointers;
flaring; the use of glues, parafines, silicates and other
preservatives
.
(c) Manipulative skill: The manipulation of machines.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength and quickness.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All that is
necessary for practicing coopering,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: AJ1 that is required.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school
education and pre-vocational training in wood-working,
(b) I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses cov-
ering the trade and the technical requirements ctf coopering .
II. None.
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11- Continuation oour3es: Technical knowledge of machinery:
Varities and properties of different kinds of wood, the use
of glues and chemicals for preservatives.
1- Industry: Distilling.
3- Departments - - - -
3- Procesa: The corn and barley are ground in a mill. In the
milling proces3 corn-oil is taken from the corn and what remains
is the cornmeal which furnishes the starch. The barley aft or it
it ground is called malt meal and it furnishes the diastase which
in the "mashing" process turn3 the starch from the corn meal to
sugar. The product up to this point is called "mash" and when
yeast is added to it, it goes through the "fermentation process!]
This process of fermentation produces the alcohol from the sugar
and also liberates C03 which is lost. This fermented mash is
now put through the "distillation process". Two different sub-
stances are now produced; the crude distillete containing the
alcohol and residue called "slop" which is fed to cattle. The
crude distillete is refined through charcoal and again redistilled,
The products are whiskey, spirits, alcohol, gin, and amylalcohol.
4- Employment: Approximately 200 men.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Some departments are unhealthy;
floors are wet and the air is damp,
(b) Danger from accidents: , None
(c) Moral deterioration: Yes
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: What involves the
technical knowledge of milling and distilling.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Unskilled labor;
handling grain; rolling barrels, cleaning tanks.
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6- (a) Shifting: a large number continually shift and only green
hands are taken into their places, for distillers refuse to
employ from other distilleries for fear that their pro-
ceases will be divulged.
(b) Seasonal employment: The number of employees is constantly
being cut down because of the Probition movement.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below in
all the lower departments; the superintendents are di-
rectly employed and are graduates of schools for distilling.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
)g) Wages : From $12 to |35 a week,
7- (a) Preferred age: Any age from 16 up.
(b) Number under 18 years: Approximately 6
(c) Entering age: All ages.
(d) Employment of beginners: In all the common unskilled labor,
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: The wage of common labor $2 a day.
8- (a) General education: ^ grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Technical knowledge of mill-
ing for those in the grinding department; for superintended
and foremen the principles of fermentation and bacteriology,
the processes of distilling and the use of charcoal, chem-
istry; analysis of grains; bacteriology; fermentation;
heating and refrigeration; the history and modern methods
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of distilling.
(o) Manipulative 3kill
;
Dexterity in performing the common
labor
.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength, good sense of smell and
taste.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficiency in general education, also
in the technical knowledge involved in distilling.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: Only what is
incidentally acquired,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school edu-
cation.
(b) I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical requirements of distilling.
II. None.
11- Continuation courses: Milling; the chemistry involved in dis-
tilling; bacteriology; fermentation; technical knowledge of
distilling; chemical analysis of distilled products, tempera-
ture; modern methods.
1- Industry: Breweries.
2- Departments: Brewing department,
(b) Filling and packing department.
3- Process: The corn or barley is malted. The malt is then
bruised or ground into large vats and heated to convert the
starch into glucose or dextrine. This process is called
"mashing". The infusion which is called wort is then clari-
fied by allowing it to stand for a time and thereupon it is
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run over coolers into tanks. Hops is added and the process of
fermentation is begun by introducing yeast. From fermenting tanks
the liquid oalled "slop" is pumped into storage tanks which are
merely pressure devices to retain the 003. Water and beer pumps
must be manipulated, devices for clarifying the beer are used;
refrigation, sterlizing, filling, capping and packing and bottle
washing completes the process of brewi ig.
4- Employment: Approximately 100 men.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Heavy lifting.
(b) Danger from accidBnts: The departments are very wet and un
wholesome
.
(c)Moral deterioration: Yes.
(d) Stimulation of intellecutal growth: Measuring the capacity
of vats; methods of fermentation and refrigation.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Mechanical operations
such as washing and sterilizing bottles, capping and pack-
ing.
6- (a) Shifting: A considerable proportion.
(b) Seasonal employment: The Probition movement is greatly
handicapping their business.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: no difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade men: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Occasionally where work
is unskilled.
(g) Wages: $17 a week.
7- (a) Preferred Age: Any age.
(b) Number under 18 years: None
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(c) Entering age: From 30 to 30.
(d) Employment of begin. ers: Directly employed on all the
different operations as they are all unskilled with the
exception of that of the superintendent who must know the
processes involved in brewing and all the technical know-
ledge.
(e) Essential qualities: Strength and initiative.
9- (a)Technical knowledge acquired after entering shop: Very lit-
tle.
(b) Skill acquired after entering shop. All that is necessary
for practical operations.
10- (a) Education before entering shop: A grammar school educatioi •
(b) I. Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical knowledge of brewing.
II. None.
Continuation courses: The technical knowledge of pump3;
microscopy; refrigation; bacteriology; fermentation a3 bearing
on malting and brewing.
1- Industry: Brick making.
3- (a) Departments: Grinding and mixing.
(b) Brick cutting.
(c) Brick burning.
3- Process: Clays cf different compositions must be mixed in
right proportions for brick. This clay material is ground up in
machines and is then screened. Water is poured on the screened
materials and then steam is projected into the mud to heat it.
The clay is forced through a die with a bout 9000 pounds of
pressure, whereupon the column issuing from the die, is cut into
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bricks by a revolving wheel with a device of wire strings to do
the cutting. The raw brick is now carried away on cars to be
burned in the kilns.
4- Employment: Approximately 75 men, many of whom were colored.
5- (a) Physical and nervous 3train: The work is strenuous; noise
from grinders is a nervous strain.
(b) Danger from accidents: Grinding clay and shale raiees
much due t
.
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Burning; determining
the proportions of carbon and silica to be mixed.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: In all the operations
very little skill is necessary,
6- (a) Shifting: A large number.
(b) Seasonal Employment: The pursuit is not always seasonal.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Directly employed as
most of the operations demand no skill.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Yes.
(g) Wages: $1.75 to $2 a day.
7- (a) Preferred age: Any age from 18 on.
(b) Number under IF years: None
(c) Entering age: At all ages.
(d) Employment of beginners: As mizers, grinders, moving
brick on trucks and laying them in kilns.
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: Fc provision.
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(g) Wages of apprentices: The wage of common labor.
8- (a) General Education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade and technical knowledge: Courses in ceramics; soil
analysis; of the percentage of carbons and silica, making
of different bricks for various purposes,- temperature,
moisture; glazing, burning,
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All that is
necessary for the practical side of brick manufacturing,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All thatt the task requires.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school
education
•
(b)I. Education after entering the shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical requirements oi the industry.
II. None.
11- Continuation course s: Ceramics; soil analysis; the composi-
tion of brick for different purposes; temperature for burning;
modern methods.
1- Industry: Candy making.
2- Departments:
(a) Candy making
(b) Wrapping.
(c) Packing.
3* Process: Mixing different ingredients in machines, combining
cooking, cutting and coating are the principal operations of
candy makers. Icing, hand-dipping, packing: and wrapping re-
quires lees skilled work. Machines are used for almost all of
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the operations ex> ept wrapping, packing, and hand dipping which ie
done by girls.
4- Employment: 400, mostly girls.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Packing, wrapping, and hand-
dipping, demand much speed and involve much physical strain.
(b) Danger from Accidents: Liable to get fingers caught in
machines
.
(c) Moral deterioration: None, except exposure to bad aesocia-
t ion
.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Making of new varieties
mixing; and cocking to right temperature.
6- (a) Shifting: A large number,
(b) Seasonal employment: Fur suit is not seasonal,
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty,
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty,
(e) Employment of high grade workers: Eoth
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
(g) Wages: $1.20 to |l,80 a day (piece work)
7- (a) Preferred age: IS to 18 years.
(b) Number under 18 years: Not determined.
(c) Entering age: At all ages.
(d) Employment of beginners: Directly employed on all the
different operations.
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: The wage of common labor, (piece work
8- [a) General education: A grammar school education.
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(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Technical knowledge of
machinery; varities and the recipes; co king and tempera-
ture neceneary.
(c) Manipulative skill: Dexterity in the use cf one's fingers.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength and quickness.
(e) Common deficiencies: General education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: All the techni-
cal knowledge that the trade requires,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- Education before entering the shop: A grammar school educa-
tion.
(b) I. Education after entering the shop: Candy cooking and
other specialized courses.
II. None.
11- Continuation courses:
Candy making with all the chemical processes involved, (for
packers and wrappers no direct course can be outlined)
1- Industry: Carpentering.
2- Departments - - -
3
4- Employment: 10 journeymen.
5- Physical or nervous strain: Heavy lifting.
(b) Liable to fall from ladders and scaffolds.
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: All high grade work
that demands accurate measuring and skilled work.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: Common operations
like shingling, sheeting, —
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(a) Shifting: Few
(b) Se.no nal employment: The pursuit ie very seasonal; ir, the
winter, months very little is done.
(c) Securing; efficient foremen: No difficulty,
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Carpenters are not
usually limited tc one kind of work but are liable to be put
almost on any operation.
(g) Wages; $3 to $4.35 a day.
(a) Preferred age: ftrom 18 to 22 years.
(b) Number under 18 years: None
(c) Entering age: At all ages from 18 and older,
(d) Employment cf beginners: As helpers in doing the more un-
skilled work such as shingling, sheeting, and other rough
work,
(e) Apprenticeship: An apprenticeship of 4 years.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision,
(g) Wages of apprentices: From $1 a day and usually an in-
crease of one dollar for each succeeding year of the ap-
prent icesh ip,
(a) General education: A grammar school education a,nd pre-
vocational courses in wood working.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Mechanical and architectural
drawing; blue-print reading; the mathematics of carpentering.
(c) Manipulative skill: Manipulative skill in the use of tools,
(d) Essential equalities: Strength, initiative, alertness and
adaptability.
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(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in architectural and mechani-
cal drawing; also in education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: Dexterity in the
use of the tools and so much of the technical knowledge
that is absolutely essential for practical work,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: Manipulation of tools.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: General education with
two years of pre-vocat ional work in carpentering,
(b) I. Education after entering the shcp: Specialized courses
covering the technical requirements of the trade.
II. None, except the opportunity to do work which otherwise
in practical operation is not done.
11- Continuation courses: Shcp mathematics; mechanical and archi-
tectural drawing; varieties and uses of different kinds of
woods; blue-print reading.
1- Industry: Plumbing.
2- Departments - - - - -
3- Process ----- —
4- Employment: 30 men
5- (a) Physical or nervous strain: None
(b) Danger from accidents: Lia.ble to contract diseases from
gases and germs that came from sewerage.
(c) Moral deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: All of the plumbing
trade requires the exercise of judgment and skill,
(c) Restriction of intellectual growth: Common labor like
digging.
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(b)
Shifting: Few.
Seasonal employment: Pursuit is seasonal.
Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
Employment cf high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
Promotions to other departments: Men arc very seldomly
shifted from one operation to another.
Wages: $3.50 to $4.35 a day.
Preferred age: 18 years.
Number under 18 years: None
Entering age: From 18 to 25 years.
Employment of beginners: As helpers.
Apprenticeship: A four year period of apprenticeship.
Systematic instruction: No provision.
Wages of apprentices: fl for first year with gradual in-
crease for each succeeding year.
General education: A grammar school education.
Trade or technical knowledge: Beading of blue-print; modern
practices as to hygiene; knowledge of legal provisions for
plumbing; jointing, mathematics of the trade.
Essential qualities: Strength, endurance, and mental alert
ness •
Manipulative skill: Dexterity in use of tools.
Common deficiencies: In mathematics and general educ. tion,
Technical knowledge acquired in industry: The technical
knowledge that in incidentally acquired through practical
work.
Skill acquired in industry: Use of tools.
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10- (4) Education before entering the shop: a grammar school edu-
cation .
(b) Education after entering the shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical knowledge of plumbing.
II. None
11- Continuation courses: Sanitation; blue-prii.t reading; the
mathematics cf the trade; legal provisions governing plumbing.
1- Industry: Steam fitting.
2- Departments:- - - -
3- Process: Installing of steam, hot water, and refrigation plants;
cutiing and threading of pipes; setting of pov;er-pumps
.
4- Employment: Approximately 6 men.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Heavy work and much heat must
be endured.
(b) Danger from accidents: Liable to severe burns.
(c) Moral deterioration: None.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth : Judgment is necessary
for most of the operations.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: The very common labor.
6- (a) Shifting: Few
(b) Seasonal employment: The pursuit is rather seasonal.
(c) Securing efficient Foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions^ to other departmertts: Steam fitters do many
different operations.
(g) Wages: §3.50 to |4.25 a day.
7- (a) Preferred age: 18 years.
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(b) Number under 18 years: None
(c) Entering age: From 18 years and older.
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers.
(e) Apprenticeship: An apprenticeship of four years.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: From one dollar in the first year
to two or three dollars for the succeeding years of
apprenticeship.
8- (a) General education. A grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Technical knowledge of
heating; refrigating, power engines; blue-print reading;
mathematics of the trade.
(c) Manipulative skill: Manipulation of tools.
(d) Essential qualities: Manipulation of tools.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: The technical
knowledge that is acquired through practical work,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: In the handling of tools.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school
education.
(b) I, Education after entering shop: Specialized courses
covering the technical requirements of steam fitting.
II, None
11- Continuation coir ses: Installation of heating and refrigatin
plants; blue- print e reading; mathematics of steam fitting.
1- Industry. Painting and Paper hanging.
3-
3- Process: Smoothing, sand-papering, scraping, filling with
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5-
6-
putty, filling with shellecke, staining, varnishing, graining,
stenciling, kalsomining, color mixing,- - - are the chief opera-
tions involved in painting. The paper-hanger removes old co^ts
of paper, pastes and folds, presaea it to the wall and brushes it
down smooth.
4- Employment. Approximately 13 men.
Physical and nervous strain: None
Danger fron accidents: Liable to fall from scaf foldsjpoi-
soning from lead.
Moral deterioration: None
Stimulation of intellectual growth: High cla3 3 work.
Restriction cf intellectual growth: Rougher work.
Shifting: Very few.
Seasonal employment: The work is very seasonal.
Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
Securing efficient workers: No decided difficulty.
Employment of high grade workmen: Promoted from below mo3t
frequently.
Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
Wages: $4 a day.
Preferred age: 18 to 20 years.
Number under 18 years: 3
Entering age: At all ages; mostly from 20 to 25.
Apprenticeship: An apprenticeship of four years.
Systematic instruction: No provision.
Wages of apprentices: One dollar a day and up.
General education: Grammar schorl eaucatiog..
Trade or technical knowledge: Mechanical and architectural
drawing, hygiene of trade; color mixing.
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
(g
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
8- (a
(b
7-
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(c) Manipulative skill: In handling of brushes,
(d) Essential qualities: Artistic sense; adaptability.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in color-mixing harmony
of colors; and in general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: What is inci-
dentally acquired through practical work,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is required.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar echo 1
education.
(b) I. Education after entering the shop: Specialized courses
that cover the technical knowledge of the trade.
II. None.
11- Continuation courses: Mechanical and architectural drawing;
color mixing; principle of harmony; the hygiene of the trade.
1- Industry: Brick-laying, concrete mixing, and plastering.
2
3- Process: Brick layers are employed for the building of founda-
tions, walls, and all other brick structures. Skilled work is
very necessary in ornamental work, in laying of corners, and the
building of arches and gables. Trowel, pin and plumb line are
the principal tools. The cement mixer must know the proportions
in which cement must be mixed with gravel. Floats and trowels
are the principal tools for his use . Plastering is done with
trowel, hawk, and other tools and a considerable degreo of skill
i3 required in doing ornamental work like cornices and moldings
of stucco.
4- Employment: Approximately 3C men.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: None.
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(b) Danger from accidents: None
(c) Morel deterioration: None
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: High-class work in
brick-laying and plastering.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: The common unskilled
labor involved in these operations.
6- (a) Shifting: A large number.
(b) Seasonal employment: The work is all v^ry seasonal.
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment cf high gfade workmen: Promoted from below.
(f) Promotions to other departments: No.
(g) Wages: From %Z to $4 a day.
7- (a) Preferred age: 20 years.
(b) Number under 18 years: None
(c) Entering age: From 18 years and older.
(d) Employment of beginners: Directly employed on the more
unskilled operations.
(e) Apprenticeship: An apprenticeship for brick laying and
paper hanging of four years.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: fl a day for first year.
8- (a) General Education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: For brick layers, methods of
bonding, architectural drawing, and the construction of
skilled work like arches and gables. Concrete-mixers should
know the proportions in which cement should be mixed with
gravel; methods of re-enforcing; and architectural drawing-
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Reading; of blue-prints and drawing as applied to plastering
constitutes the technical knowledge of plasterers.
(c) Manipulative skill: Skill in the handling of trowels, floaty,
brushes and other tools used for the operations.
(d) Fssential qualities: Strength and adaptability.
(e) Common deficiencies: Deficient in reading of drawings;
also in general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: What i3 in-
cidentally acquired in the practical, operations,
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary to do
the work.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A granular school
education.
(b) I. Education after entering the shop: Specialized courses
that cover the technical knowledge of the trade.
II. i'Jone, except very uncommon work which does not come
in practical operation.
11- Continuation crurses: Blue-print reading; mechanical and
architectural drawing; methods of bonding and ornamental
work for brick layers; principles of re-enforcing for concrete
mixers; and instruction as to the composition of material for
plasterers.
1- Industry: Printing and book binding.
2- Departments:
(a) Hand compso3it ing.
(b) Linotyping.
(c) Proof reading
(d) Press feeding.
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,(e) Engraving*
(f) Book binding.
(g) Lithographing!
(h) Etching.
Process: mot fully determined.
Employment: Approximately 100 men.
(a) Physical and nervous strain: The nervous strain of close
and continuous application.
(b) Danger from accident: Fumes of melted type metal are poi-
sonous •
(c) :ipral deterioration: .lone.
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: All the work demands
intelligence and judgment.
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: None.
.(a) Shifting: None
(b) Seasonal employment: Very few; the pursuit i3 not seasonal
(c) Securing efficient foremen: No difficulty!
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Both: promoted from
below and directly employed.
(f) Promotions to other departments: Seldom.
(g) Wages: $2.50 to $3.00 a day.
(a) Preferred age: From 16 to 20 years.
(b) Number under IS year s: Approximately 15.
(o) Entering age: At all ages from 16 to 25.
(d) Employment of beginners: As helpers or directly employed
on the easier operations.
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(e) Apprenticeship: An apprenticeship of four year.*.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of app rent ices: From $1.50 a day and up.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Type setting; proof reading;
construction of a linotype machine; stereotyping; use of
chemicals and other materials in engraving; kinds of pa.per;
construction of machines.
(c) Manipulative skill: Handling type ; feeding presses,
manipulating key-board of linotype machine.
(d) Essential qualities: Alertness and good eye sight.
(e) Common deficiencies: Lack of general education; a marked
deficiency in the use of English, punctuation, syllabica-
tion, and spelling.
9- I, Technical knowledge acquired in industry: What is inci-
dentally acquired through practical operation.
II. Skill acquired in industry: All that in necessary.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: General education
in elementary school and a high-school training would be
desirable.
(b) I. Education after entering the shop: Specialised
courses covering the technical knowledge of printing.
II. None.
11- Continuation courses: Technical knowledge of the constmet io i
of all the machinery used; the chemistry that i3 involved in
engraving ; free-hand drawing; modern methods.
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1- Industry: Laundries.
3.
3- Process: Sorting of clothes, washing, extracting, shaking,
dampening, body linen ironing and "finishing", inspecting, assort-
ing and wrapping are the chief features. Women are usually em-
ployed as folders, starchers, dampenera, presaers, finishers,
assort ers and wrappers. Men usually operate the wanning machines
and extractors.
4- Employment: Approximately 63, "both men and women.
5- (a) Physical and nervous strain: Excessive fatigue, principally
from exacting fGot-treadle machines,
(b) Danger of accidents: Contagion or infection during the
handling of soiled clothes; danger from an excessive use
of chemicals; humidity; heat; accidents, principally from
flat-work ironers, water extractors, and exposed gearing.
(c)
(d) Stimulation of intellectual growth: Only in the prepara-
tion of the solution,
(e) Restriction of intellectual growth: The operations are
very monotonous and soon tend to be mechanical.
6- (a) Shifting: Large number,
(b) Seasonal employment: Few
)c) Securing efficient foremen; No difficulty.
(d) Securing efficient workers: No difficulty.
(e) Employment of high grade workmen: Not determined.
(f) Promotions to other departments: No.
(g) Wages: $1.50 to $2 a day.
7- (a) Preferred age: 16 years
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(b) Number under 18 years: Not determined,
(c) Entering age: From 14 yeara up.
(d) Employment of beginners: On all the easier operations
.
(e) Apprenticeship: No system of apprenticeship.
(f) Systematic instruction: No provision.
(g) Wages of apprentices: $1 and up for each succeding year.
8- (a) General education: A grammar school education.
(b) Trade or technical knowledge: Technical knowledge of
machines; bleaching; chemical solutions.
(c) Manipulative skill: In the manipulation of machines a.nd
dexterity in the handling of goods.
(d) Essential qualities: Strength and quickness.
(e) Common deficiencies: In general education.
9- (a) Technical knowledge acquired in industry: What is inci-
dentally acquired
.
(b) Skill acquired in industry: All that is necessary.
10- (a) Education before entering the shop: A grammar school edu-
cation.
(b) I. Methods of laundering; machines; bleaching and the use
of chemcicals.
11. None
11- Continuation courses: Methods If laundering; bleaching and
the use of chemicals.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION AS RE-
PRESENTED IN THE REPORT.
The Average Schooling of Industrial workers.
This can he only approximately determined. For the fore-
men and superintendents from whom this information had to be gath-
ered, knew very little about the training that their workers had
had in the schools. They could only offer their general estima-
tion and that was usually a grammar school education. However,
this estimate is obviously too high in the light of what was found
in the Springfield, New Orleans, and Richmond Surveys. Prom their
findings we may reasonably conclude that more than one-half of all
the boys do not exceed six years of elementary education. We
have, therefore, no reason to suppose that their fathers who are
now in industry have had the advantage of more years of schooling.
There are also hundreds of foreigners in industry who have had
very little education and they all together could reduce the aver-
age very much. Foremen and superintendents have almost all had
eight years of grammar-school education and a considerable num-
ber have had high-school training. Many of the more aggressive
workers supplement their shop-work with courses taken with cor-
respondence schools. Employers do very strongly encourage their
men to do this.
Beginning age. The great majority of workers enter
machine shops, foundries, furniture factories, implement factories,
and metal working industries between the ages of 20 and 25 years.
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All of these industries involve strenuous labor and many of them,
like a foundry for instance, have very slight attractions. Few
"boys, therefore, voluntarily choose to enter them until they are
perforce driven into them, after they have spent their younger
years "floating" from place to place. Of the total employment of
10,000 workers (which number expresses the scope of our study),
not more than thirty boys under 16 years of age were employed. We
may therefore reasonably suppose that they spend these years in
"blind-alley" jobs. In the girl employing industries it could not
be determined what percentage of workers were under 16 years.
Although a very large percentage of all the girls working in glove,
shirt, and cordage factories were from 16 to 18 years of age. The
average length of time that they remain in the factory is from
five to six years. The preferred beginning age of the boys for
all the industries is 18 years. This is a significant fact for
education, because the period from 14 to 18 should reasonably
then be given to school training as industry would rather not em-
ploy them until the age of 18 or 20 years when physical maturity
has been attained.
Shifting fron industry to industry . Unskilled labor has
a tendency to do much shifting. The more skilled and more respon-
sible workers are very steady and it is not uncommon that some
spend their whole lives in one establishment. Shifting involves
much waste of time and also brings with it inefficiency. For even
very common labor demands a period of time in which a fair degree
of manipulative skill must be acquired then the coordination of
the right muscles and economy of movement. Nor can we suppose
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that at every change of place the worker will do the same opera-
tions, for unskilled labor is liable to be different in every
establishment. The fact that girls do much shifting and remain
in industry an average of only five or six years is important for
education, inasmuch as this argues for vocational courses in home-
making and household science rather than industrial training for
any particular industry.
The period of apprenticeship. The average period of
apprenticeship is four years. Printers, plumbers, painters, and
machine shops are allowed one to every five journeymen, and an
additional one for each department. This is by union ruling.
Apprentices are usually not given systematic instruction but they
gradually acquire the necessary skill from experience and so much
of the technical knowledge that is incidentally happened upon.
In about one-half of the industries studied there was no system
of apprenticeship, and all the apprentices taken together would
constitute a very small percentage of the total employment.
Wages . The average wage of workers who are skilled
journeymen is between $3.50 and $4.00 per day. In many of the
establishments the piece-work rate system is in vogue. In such
cases the workers try to improve on their own record from day to
day and not infrequently wages run as high as $5 per day. The
wage of common labor ranges from $1.75 to $2.75 on the average.
The economic condition of workers with families is such that a
large number of them could afford to educate their children to
the sixteenth year. Most of the employers entertain this opin-
ion. All the girls employed are paid by piece-work and their
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wages range all the way from $1.00 to $2.50 per day.
Length of Working day . The shortest working day is 8
hours. The longest working day is 10 hours. This is also very
nearly the average working day.
Skill and technical knowledge . In practically every in-
dustry "both skill and technical knowledge are necessary. But
about .95 of all the operations studied are done mechanically and
an experience of a few hours will bring a fair degree of skill.
Meet of the operations are so specialized that no one can expect
to learn them anywhere except under shop conditions. Specialized
machinery tends to make out of the employee a mere automaton who
day after day does nothing else than swing a lever, or feed a
planer, or assemble parts, or feed hemp, or drill holes. The
machines are well set by the men who have the technical knowledge
and the unskilled operator cannot make a mistake even if he want-
ed to. For this large number of unskilled workers, there is
very little to stimulate intelligence. Even a large per cent of
skilled journeymen in machine and tool shops, foundries, furniture
making, blacksmiths, etc., do their work automatically as variety
in work is seldom. Employers as a rule think that manipulation
skill must be acquired under shop conditions. And as most of the
operations are specialized, it would be impossible as well as
unwise for the school to do this.
Almost every operation and every department in industry
involves some technical knowledge. Very little of the technical
knowledge can be acquired under conditions of regular employment
,
only what is incidentally acquired. The aggressive workers who
endeavor to reach the higher stages in his line of work, through
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private study and correspondence schools can usually master all
the technical knowledge that is necessary for efficiency and
progress.
Methods of Employment . Very few of those in the higher
stages of the industry are directly employed. Nearly all are
promoted from below.
The Employment of Efficient Workers and Foremen. Almost
all of the industries report that they have no difficulty in se-
curing efficient foremen and workers. This does not say, however,
that a greater degree of efficiency is not possible, if not im-
mediately necessary. Tool and machine shops report difficulty
in securing skilled mechanics. Germany has hitherto supplied
them with skilled workers.
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CHAPTER VI.
CONCLUSIONS FOR DETERMINING AN INDUSTRIAL
CURRICULUM.
The conclueions which this study warrants for curriculum-
making may be stated as follows:-
Z« That the industries included in this study do not place
first emphasis on instruction for skill and technical knowledge,
tut that the schools should first of all promote industrial effi-
ciency through training for resourcefulness, aggressiveness, judg-
ment, moral responsibility, and a wholesome attitude toward indus-
try.
are
II. That these industries almost unanimously in favor of
industrial school training, not so much for the reason that skill
and technical knowledge are thereby acquired, but because it a-
wakens intelligence and judgment in the coming workers who for
this reason learn industrial operations more quickly and prove more
efficients
III. That industry very strongly criticizes the school as
"bookish" and unpracticable and for that reason industry is obliged
to educate the school's product all over again under shop conditions,
as the specialized manipulative skills can not be acquired in schools
and the technical knowledge taught is usually very remote and quite
unessential to actual practice.
IV. That the period from 14 to 16 years should be spent
in the school, for the reason that industry does not prefer to em-
ploy workers until they have attained their nineteenth year.
V. That as most of the workmen in the great employing in-
dustries such as foundries, manufacturing, steel and metal working
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industries do not enter until the period from 21 to 25 years, we
may reasonably conclude that a very large per cent of young workers
from 14 to 20 years are engaged in "blind-alley" or "dead end" jobs.
VI. That industry values drawing and "citizenship" as
very essential courses for the curriculum.
The emphasis on "general education" : Lack of general in-
formation and insufficient knowledge of the school subjects is a
great handicap to most industries. Manipulative skill can be ac-
quired under shop conditions and as much of the technical know-
ledge that is necessary for practice, but general information must
be obtained in the school. Industry' s demands upon the school are
moral rather than purely vocational. It first of all wants men
who think, who work with a purpose and who have ideals. It is
because of the absence of judgment and of the independent reflective
attitude that so many workers frequently accept a hostile attitude
toward industry. This attitude of irresponsibility, this feeling
of doing as little as possible, is first of all the great problem
of inefficiency. And here lies the school's first great opportun-
ity for the promotion of industrial efficiency, in the education
of intelligence and judgment, in the inculcation upon the mind of
the young worker a right attitude of patriotism to industry, and
an attitude of moral responsibility.
" Industrial School Training" is favored. And this is not
because of the skill and technical knowledge, that is so acquired,
but because the worker when he has had the benefit of this train-
ing, learns new operations and the technical that they involve
more quickly. Most all of the establishments reported that the
skill necessary could be learned under shop conditions and that
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the technical knowledge could only partly be bo obtained. '.oat of
the employers did not believe that the skill could be acquired in
the 8Chool as most of the operations are very highly specialized .
It would also be absurd to suppose that the school should educate
for every one of the highly specialized operations. This train-
ing is primarily favored for its cultural value, so that afterwards
the worker who has had the benefit of this training will display
more intelligence in industry and will acquire the skill more
easily and the technical knowledge with greater facility.
The Skill and the Te chnical Knowledge acquired in the
School are very unsatisfactory . Industry is obliged to educate
the school's product all over again. That is because this pro-
duct has not been taught to do things as they are done in the shop.
The school graduate has mastered some theory, yet he cannot make
a perfect drawing nor construct a machine from blue-prints. A
large harvesting company employed fifteen mechanical engineers
from the University of Illinois, but only three made good. All the
others were dismissed from employment. Those who started as ap-
prentices and finished their four years, all made good without
exception. A brass manufacturing company employed several draughts
men who had graduated from the James Millikin University, and then
work was very unsatisfactory. The foremen had strong preference
for the men who through actual experience had worked their way
up in the department. Almost every industry without exception
prefers the worker who has started as an apprentice and has been
educated through practical experience. The school-trained man
is further handicapped because he has not learned to work. He
fails to put in a strenuous day's work as industry demands of its
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workers, also he does not know how to work with people. He is
likely to have a kind of an academic attitude or an air of superior-
ity which is odious to fellow workers.
What industry proposes to do with the industrial-school
graduate . The fact that the school- trained man is imcompetent to
do satisfactory work does not make industry condemn such training.
But industry proposes to take this school graduate and make him
enter as any other apprentice. Only recently a mechanical engineer
who was about to graduate from the University of Illinois, was em-
ployed in a machine shop as any other "beginning apprentice with an
apprentice' 8 wages. The advantage of this school training then,
lies in the fact that the school graduate can do his apprenticeship
in a much shorter time, and then he also has a mass of information
at his command which makes him a more thoughtful and intelligent
worker. Industrial school training is not a substitute for appren-
ticeship; it is only a desirable preparation for those who wish to
enter industry with the additional culture which makes him an in-
telligent worker.
Vocational Education schould he given from the age s of
fourteen to eighteen years . Industry prefers to have beginners en-
ter at the age of 18 or 20 years. Very few boys under 16 years
are employed. In the metal working industries the great majority
of workers do not enter much before the 22 year. This is also
true of all other industries that demand strenuous labor. As the
great majority of boys leave school at 14 years and do not enter
the large employing industries until their twenty-second year, we
may reasonably conclude that almost all of this period has been
spent on "blind-alley" jobs* Obviously the period from 14 to 18
years is a period for industrial school training.

Special iCraphaais on the Necessity of Drawing. There is
scarcely a vocation where this subject cannot "be put to use. Almost
all departments of work are handicapped because of ignorance of
tnis art and of all school branches, drawing is moBt directly es-
sential to industrial pursuits. Kerchenste iner , Director of the
School 8 of Munich, Germany, lays great emphasis on the study of
drawing. He says, in his book, The School and the Nation, "It seems
incredible that the value of this subject should not yet be appre-
ciated. And yet instead of the adage: "Every lesson a lesson for
language; I would substitute, 'Every subject a subject for drawing."
Drawing is an excellent branch to train the power of observation
which is a merit vern necessary for efficient workmanship. Kerchen-
steiner goes on to say, "Drawing from memory in particular is a
matter which is nowadays almost entirely ignored, whereas it should
be one of the chief fields for the growing formative powers of the
child and a never-failing source of true love of work. Fortunately
we in Germany, through the precedent of Hamburg and the example of
Prussia and Munich are on the best way to give to this means of edu-
cation the free scope which it has long deserved.
The great proportion of all workers are un skilled or semi-
skilled wage earners . In foundries, farm implement manufacturing
companies, brass and iron works, brick companies, and in scores of
other industries, it is safe to say that 85 per cent of all the
operations are mechanically done. After a short period of experi-
ence, the necessary skill is acquired, for even in the "common
labor" the right co-ordination of muscles must be learned and eco-
nomy of movement must set in before the work can be done efficiently
relatively unskilled though it may be. The workers in these
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specialized operations become mere autoraatona, who because of the
unvaried nature of the work have very little to stimulate them to
thought. Industrial production today proceeds upon a method where
about fifteen per cent of the force perform skilled trade manipu-
lations and the remaining large mass of workers perform automatic
operations. "Modern factory specialization," says Frank V. Thomp-
son, Assistant Superintendent of the City Schools of Boston, "has
broken up the old complete trade of making shoes into 180 or 200
operations, so that a shoe-maker today is 1/180 or 1/200 part of
a shoe-maker; and so it is with candy-making, power machine operat-
ing and a host of other industrial processes." Mr. Thompson con-
tinues to say that "the whole situation has some thing of the ap-
pearance of a vicious circle, which might be described as follows:
Lacking skill we have created machinery and having created machinery
we have abolished the need of skill. The need of skill having
passed can we contemplate with no perturbation an industrial situa-
tion where the great mass of workers are destined to remain unskill-
ed? 1? But this should be of no grave concern to the school. It is
the school's program not to make every operation in industry a
skilled operation, nor every operative a skilled worker for what
demands no skill. But this is what the school must do for that 85
per cent of unskilled or semi-skilled workmen: in this four years
of industrial school training, the coming worker must not be edu-
cated for any specialized department or simple operation, but he
must be given a general industrial course, not so much because it
will make him immediately more efficient in throwing a lever now
and then or in feeding a planer or in any other simple operations,
but because first of all such training will make him a thinking
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man. Courses in machine construction, mechanical drawing, indus-
trial chemistry, may be of little value to a coming coal heaver,
in adding to the number of tons of coal that he heaves a day, but
this technical knowledge and general information will give him
culture; it will broaden his interests and offer him food for
thought; it will develop in the worker a reflective attitude that
will even promote the best interests for the common good and for
himself reap happiness from the fact that he too is a producer in
the great industrial world and an indispensable unit in the great
social fabric.
The groups of students which must be provided for in a
scheme far vocational education.
I« Those who expect to finish high school and a part or
all of a college course. Technical and professional schools in
universities and otherwise have already bean established to meet
the needs of this group.
II. Those who finish high school but do not go on to
college or to higher technical schools. The needs of this group
must be met by providing adequate and effective vocational in-
struction in the high school.
III. Vocational needs of those who become wage earners
at graduation from grammar schools must be met. Part-time and
evening schools should be designed for this group. These schools
are designed to provide vocational instruction for all groups of
workers desiring to make themselves more proficient in their chosen
trade or occupation.
IV. A large group of young people of all ages have enter-
ed skilled work which offers opportunities for advancement. But
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they have not had requisite preparation to make such advancement
possible. Evening schools should meet the demands of this class
of workers.
V. A very large per cent of all young workers from 14 tQ
18 years of age are not engaged in skilled work. They are working
in what is called "blind alley" or "dead end" Jobs which offer very
little opportunity for advancement . or promotion. This class of
workers from 14 to 13 years should receive further training in con-
tinuation schools and those from 18 to 25 years and older should
have the opportunity to obtain further training in evening schools.
VI. There is a large group of young workers who desire
to change their present occupation* This should be made possible
through an industrial school plan as has been suggested in (V).
VII. A large number of girls are employed between the
ages of 14 and 20. Most of this class of workers do not remain
in industry over five or six years. For this group, continuation
courses in home-making and domestic science should be given.
The Nature of Pre-vocational training. We wish to fol-
low here the suggestions made by P. R. Cole in his book entitled
Industrial Education in the Elementary School. As the elementary
school directs the attention of the children upon man as reader,
fighter, writer, artist, traveler, governor, so also should it
make a study fo man as a worker. "An investigation should be made
of fundamental understandings, values, and skills as seen in in-
dustrial work, industrial life, and industrial institutions," says
Mr. Cole. All the neighboring industrial establishments should be
visited by the children. They will notice the materials used, the
processes involved, the product of the different operations, the
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skill of the workers and all this will arouse in them an intelli-
gent interest in industry like libraries, art galleries and
museums.
Mr. Sole would have all pre-vocational education included
under one term called "Industry". "Industry" should he a subject
for the curriculum just as history, geography, grammar are
subjects. This new subject, "Industry", should include three things.
First of all instruction. This instruction will begin with the
history and description of industries conducted in the proximity
of the school. It should also extend to the great National indus-
tries. In doing this geographical and historical references will
be made. The second part is Observation. This would involve ex-
cursions to farms, factories, or government works in the neighbor -
hood. And last of all Manual Action. This is in preparation for
instruction, and for the purpose of illustrating the use of the
tools, machines, and operations that have Tbeen observed.
Manual Work is advocated as pre-vocational training.
Manual action has sometimes discipline for its aim and at other
times use i The making of a picture frame, says Cole, in industry,
while the making of mortises and tenons is discipline. Manual work,
he goes on to say has progressed through five stages and is about
to enter upon the sixth. This sixth stage he calls the "real-
industrial" stage and it includes the other five stages. They are
respectively the disciplinary stage which had for its object the
training of hand and eye; the utilitarian stage in which useful
articles were made, which suited the pupils interest; the industrial
stage: objects were constructed for the purpose of illustrating
typical processes; the esthetic stage which had for its end the
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self-expression of pupils' ideas in artistic productions; the
social stage in which manual work was used as a center for instruc-
tion in other subjects; and last of all the "real industrial" stages
which includes all what is significant in the other stages and is
an improvement on them in so far as it has for its purpose to il-
lustrate actual industries.
Pre-vocat ional training should begin in the kindergarten.
Formal occupations such as paper-folding give place to industrial
activities like basket-making. Manipulation with "blocks" lays
the basis for building construction. Creativeness should be en-
couraged from the earliest education. Every individual must learn
to produce and this should ever be kept in mind in all education,
beginning at the earliest ages.
In the elementary manual work, this industrial training
should be brought in line with the real work of the world. Pre-
vocational courses in sewing and household science for girls and
pre-vocational courses in printing, wood-working, metal-working,
brick-making, and the other important pursuits should be offered
for boys. This training should be especially emphasized during the
seventh and eighth grades. Vocational guidance is of no consequence
at this stage. The boys are not to limit themselves to one parti-
cular field, but should be offered a general training in all these
large pursuits. For at that period, it is impossible to determine
what industry a particular boy shall enter. The Vocational Guidance
expert cannot determine this for the boy, as the child's aptitudes
and preferences are still undecided. Industrial demands may also
change. The boy may find that the trade for which he has fitted
himself, is already over-crowded when he leaves school. Pre-voca-
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tional training then, should he a general training, and should in-
clude instruction for all of the great fields of industry. This
general acquaintance with different trades will give an excellent
"basis later on in choosing a life-occupation and at the same time
it does not limit the coming worker to one narrow pursuit.
In this pre-vocational training much stress should be
put upon practical work. This need not restrict his time for study
The young worker should have the opportunity to do much of this
work outside of school hours and on Saturdays. The manual work
laboratories should he used very extensively after school hours
from four to six. It should mean a period of supervised avocation
and it should not he considered as a part of the usual school day.
Guch work should he characterized hy freedom from restraint and
should allow individual activity much scope for free expression.
Mr. Cole descrihes schools where elementary school chil-
dren make bricks and erect additional buildings for school pur-
poses. Much of this work is done after school hours and aften
much of this work is carried out through summer vacation.
The Significant facts on Vocational Education taken from
Form I of Illinois School Survey. (The finding of this survey are
incorporated in this study as it has special significance for our
problem).
The data were secured from reports of 87 high schools.
The greater number pf the high schools were small high schools.
I. Out of a total of 15,895 youths reported 10,403 are
enrolled in the high school. The number out of school is 34. 5$
of the total or 51$ of the school enrollment.
II. Out of this total of 15,893 youths reported, 5490
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boys between 14 $nd 16 are out of school, either working or idle.
III. The boys are out, are engaged in the following
occupations: (The number of times each was mentioned by 84 sup-
erintendents indicated).
Farm 33 Household servants 9
Odd Jobs 32 Coal mine 5
Store 27 Office 4
Factory 20 Shops 4
Home 16
IV. In about 1396 cases families require the income of
these boys out of school.
V. An average of 66$ leave school because of personal
preference. (The reports had a range from 10% to 100%) This
range indicates that the reports are very unreliable.
VI. In 38 of the schools represented some so-called voca-
tional curriculuras are being offered, and in 46 nothing is attempt-
ed*
VII. The number of schools that offer particular kinds
of training:
1. Commercial work is offered in 29 schools.
2. Manual arts is offered in 16 schools.
3. .Domestic science is offered in 9 schools.
4. Agriculture is offered in 7 schools
5. Teacher training is offered in 9 schools.
6. Household science is offered in 4 schools.
VIII. The various activities for which, in the opinion
of the superintendents, the high school will have to, more or
less definitely, prepare its pupils in the near future are tabu-
lated as follows:- (The numbers indicate the number of times that
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each was mentioned by the superintendents)
1. Housewives 72 17. Machinists 37
2. Bookkeepers 68 18. Retail merchants 36
3. Teachers 67 19. Salesman 36
4. Dress makers 62 20. Nurses 33
5. Seamstresses 60 21. Sales women 31
6. Household servants 57 22. Blacksmiths 29
7. Carpenters 53 23. Telegrapher , 21
8. Printers 45 24. Plumber 21
9. Telephone 20 25. Tailors 12
10. Steam H. H. men 19 26. Factory girls 11
11. Painters 19 27. Messenger Boys 10
12. Iron works 18 28. Barbers 9
13. Engineers 17 29. Street R. R. men 12
14. Chauffeurs 17 30. Masons 13
15. Delivery "boys 15 31. Waiters 10
16. Laundress 17 32. Clerks 47
IX. Table of the reasonable vocational expectations of
the pupils of different schools as estimated by superintendents,
expressed in average per cent*
Those preparing for,--
1. Higher education 24.3$
2. Rural school teaching 6.8$
3. Farming on leaving high school 7.9$
4. Immediate home makers 14.8$
5. Wood and iron workers 7.3$
6. Ho aim 11.5$
7. Commercial work 11 3$
8. Household servants 5.5$
9. Miscellaneous 10.6$
Total 100$
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X. Fifty per cent of the superintendents favor the elec-
tive system in high schools and 21?o of these think that part of
the technical training for trades, etc., should be received from
some other source than the public high school. Forth-three per
cent favor the group system and 33$ of these think that part of the
technical training should be received outside of school.
XI. Nearly every one agrees that the General, College
Preparatory, Industrial, Commercial, Household Arts, Teachers'
Training, and Agricultural curriculums have a place in the school
system, but some superintendents in large cities maintain that agri-
culture has no place in a city high school.
The following conclusions are of special significance in
curriculum making: (l) that according to this report over 34.5$ of
all the children do not enter high school and that a very large
number are employed from the ages between 14 and 16 years; (2) that
according to this report a large number of these boys are already
engaged in industry (3) that not one half of all the high schools
represented do offer vocational instruction; (4) that the wage-
earning pursuits are many of which farming and manufacturing are
the most important; (5) that a very large number of the superinten-
dents realize that industrial education must be provided for: (6)
that according to the table for the reasonable expectations of the
pupils as estimated by superintendents, a large number of pupils
graduate with no professional aim. This may be explained because
of the lack of opportunity to prepare in the public school for a
definite occupation.
Leading Industries and Occupations of the State. (U.S.
Census Report of 1910).
Illinois is the most important manufacturing state west of
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the Alleghenies. In value of manufactures Illinois ranked third
of all the states in 1909. In that year there were 18026 manu-
facturing establishments within its "borders. These establishments
gave employment to an average of 561,044 persons during the year.
Of this total employment 465,764 were wage earners. The indus-
tries employing the largest number of men are:-
Employment.
1. Foundries and machine shops 52266
2. Clothing 42303
3. Car shops 34000
4* Slaughtering and meat packing 26705
5. Printing 29236
6. Agricultural implements and wagons 25092
7. Furniture and Lumber 30142
8. Iron and steel 20077
9. Electrical machinery 9641
10. Brick 6574
The following table shows for 1909, the distribution
of the number of persons engaged in manufactures, the average
number of wage-earners being distributed by sex and age.
Class Persons engaged in manufactures
Total male female
All classes 561,044 465,139 95,905
Proprietors and offocials 33,611 32,567 1,044
Proprietors and firm members 17,357 16,725 632
Salaried officers of corp. 6,764 6,548 216
Superintendents and managers 9,490 9,244 196
Clerks 61,669 46,390 15,279
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Table- continued
Persons engaged in manufactures.
Class Total Male Female
Wage earners 465,764 386,182 79,582
16 years of age or over 458,847 382,691 76,156
Under 16 years of age 6,917 3,491 3,426
This table is of interest for education is as far as
it shows that a very large number of men and women are engaged in
industrial pursuits. Also, that there are 6917 children under 16
years already working. A very large per cent of these we may rea-
sonably conclude are in "blind alley" jobs. The table showing
the chief industries of the state is of interest in curriculum
building. It clearly shows that almost all the coming industrial
be
wage earners will either metal workers, wood-workers, or print-
ers. The industrial curriculum for this state showed, therefore,
lay great emphasis ©n courses for these three division of labor.
The Principal Industries for Particular C ities. A very
large number of cities have many industries in common. That is
evident from the following table. Wood-working, metal working,
printing and clothing are the main departments under which almost
all of the industries would fall.
Table (U. S. Census Report)
City Principal Industry
Decatur Flour-mill and grist-mill products
Foundry and machine shop products
Springfield Agricultural Implements
Boot 8 and shoes
Flour-mill and grist-mills
Watches.

City
Freeport
Rock Island
La Salle
Bloomington
Belleville
Cairo
Evan st on
Danville
Canton
Galesburg
Kankakee
Jacksonville
Streator
Cicero
Mat toon
Oak Park
Champaign
Lincoln
Table-continued 101
Principal Industry-
Carriages and wagons
Windmills
Patent medicines
Foundries and machine shops
Agricultural Implements
Lumber and Timber products
Oil cloth and Linoleum
Smelting and Refining
Cement
Steam R. R. repair shops
Stoves and Furnaces
Boots and Shoes
Flour mill and Grist mill products
Lumber and Timber products
Wrought iron and steel pipe
Steam Railroad repair shops
Agricultural implements
Steam railroad repair shops
Foundry and machine shop products
Hosiery and Knit goods
Mens' Clothing
Glass
Foundry and machine shop products
Wrought iron and steel pipe
Steam R. R. repair shops
Gas, illuminating and heating
Leather goods
Pianos
Printing and Publishing
Coffins
Mattress, etc.
Indust rial Curriculums for -particular communities* No
industrial curriculum «jhould be drawn up to suit the only needs
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of any particular community. All the surveys, the Richmond
Survey excepted, show that a very large percentage of the total
population is constantly changing from city to city. An indus-
trial curriculum should meet the demands of the industries of
the state rather than that of a locality. However, curriculum
adjustment to the needs of a community should be of no great con-
cern to educators. For most of the industries of different cities
are for the most part representative of those of the state. As
thrpughout the state the chief departments of industry are metal-
workers, wood-workers, printers, clothing-makers, so also in
every city and every small town you find that there is a demand
for tool-makers and machinists; Carpenters and furniture-makers;
printers, painters, etc. The safest and most obvious principle
for curriculum construction is therefore, to arrange industrial
courses to meet the industrial demands of the state rather than
of a particular community, although in the majority of cases the
needs of both state and community will be the same. Especially
is this true in regard to the main departments of industry.
The Industrial Curriculum . A. D. Weeks in his book,
"The Education of To-morrow" urges that a curriculum should pro-
vide for three things. It should provide for consumption, for
distribution, and for production. In the great majority of the
high schools the cultural or consumptional curriculum is only
found. History, Algebra, English, and Latin, are the old tradi-
tional courses offered. Industry would have all these courses in
the industrial curriculum, but courses for distribution and pro-
duction must also have a place. Mechanical and architectural
drawing, industrial chemistry, shop mathematics, mechanics, have
immediate practical value as well as cultural. The curriculum
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of tomorrow should provide for production as well as consumption.
The following curriculum of the Tyler County High
School, Middle Bourne, West Virginia is predominantly consump-
t ional.
First Year
First Semester
Algebra
English
History
Latin
Drawing
Music
Second Semester
Algebra
English
History
Latin
Drawing
Music
Second Year
First Semester Second Semester
Algebra
English
History
Latin
Drawing
Music
Geometry
English
History
Latin
Drawing
Music
Third Year
First Semester
Geometry
English
History and Civics
Physics and Chemistry
Latin (optional)
Music font ional)
Drawing (optional)
Second Semester
Geometry
English
History and Civics
Physics and Chemistry
Latin (optional)
Music ( optional J
Drawing (optional)
Fourth Year
First Semester Second Semester
English
Botany or Zoology
Latin (optional)
Teachers' course (optional)
Music (optional)
Drawing (optional)
English
Bbtany or Zoology
Latin (optional)
Teachers' course (optional
Music (optional)
Drawing (optional)

Mr. Weeks quotes the curriculum of the Luvell
School as the extreme of the produc tional curriculum.
Cotton Manufacturing
First Year
(First Term)
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Textile
Mechanism
Mechanical Drawing
Mathematics
Hand Loom Weaving and Elements
of design
Elementary Chemistry
English
German or French
Physical Culture
(Second Term)
Cotton carding, Drawing and spinning
Textile design, cloth analysis
Hand loom weaving
Elementary Morganic and Organic Chemistry
Mechanism
Mathematics
German
Physical Culture
Second Year
Cotton carding, Drawing and Spinning
Textile design
Power Weaving
Textile Chemistry and Dyeing
Machine Drawing
Steam Engineering
Weaving Mechanism
Physics
Industrial History
(Second Term)
Cotton Spinning
Textile Design
Power Weaving
Textile Chemistry
and Dyeing Lecture
Dyeing Laboratory
Third Yearr
(First Term)
Cotton yarn manufacture
Knitting
Textile design, Cloth construction
(Second Term)
Cotton Yarn Manufacture
Knitting
Textile Design, Cloth construction
Machine Drawing
Hydraulics
Strength of Materials
Physics
Industrial History
Power weaving
Cotton finishing
Mill Engineering
Advanced Electricity
Power Weaving
Cotton Finishing
Mill Engineering
Thesis
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From this study we may reasonably warrant the conclusion
that employers as a rule would not favor this extreme productional
curriculum. They insist on more breadth and general culture.
As an industrial curriculum recognizing production,
distribution, and consumption, we would suggest one as follows:-
First Year
Algebra
History (ancient)
Wood working )
or )
Metal-working jfor Boys
or )
Printing )
(English Composition)
Bookkeeping
Drawing
Domestic Science (for girls )
Elementary Physics
Music
Second Year
Geometry
American Literature
Wood working or )
Metal working or jfor boys
Printing )
Domestic Science for girls
History (Med. and Mod.
)
French or German
Drawing (Mech. and Arch.
)
Music
Third Year
Physics (Lab.
)
Wood working or )
Metal working or Jfor boys
Printing )
Household Science for girls
History of U.S. and Civics
Botany and Biology
Physiology
English
French or German
Drawing (Mech. and Arch.
)
Shop Mathematics (boys)
Shop practice (boys)
Fourth Year
Surveying and Trigonometry
French and German
Wood working )
Metal working )for boys
Printing )
Domestic Science (girls)
Elements of Economics
English (Literature & Rhetoric
,
Zoology and Ggology
Drawing (Mech. and Arch.
)
Chemistry (Labor)
Shop Mathematics (boys)
ShopPractice (Boys)
i Industrial History,
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Continuation Courses that are very Essential for
Particular Industries*
I. Furniture Manufacturing: J/gchanical Drawing, chop
Geometry, Plane trigonometry, Elements of physics, Practical
mathematics, Technical sketching, kinds of wood (Uses and proper-
ties), Mechanics, Furniture designing, Veneering, Glues, Varnish-
ing, History and modern methods of furniture making.
II. Foundries : Metallurgy, Mechanical drawing, Physics
(laws of contraction and expansion); Hygiene, Venting of molds;
Methods of trade.
III. Pattern Making : Mechanical drawing; Shop mathema-
tics; Trigonometry; Kinds of wood and their properties for pat-
tern making; Use of glues and varnishes; Theory of molding; Geo-
metry.
IV. Machine and Tool Making: Shop mathematics; Mechani-
cal and Free-hand drawing; Metallurgy; Physics (strength of mater-
ials and speed regulations); Engine construction; Designing;
Reading of blue prints; Geometry; Trigonometry.
V. Wire-Drawing: Metallurgy; Chemistry; Physics (gaug-
ing and strength); Principles of machinery used; Galvanizing;
Annealing; Weaving; Acid-dipping; Mechanical drawing; Mathematics.
VI. Glove Making : Sewing; Cooking; Domestic Science;
Home Economics.
VII. Black- smithing: Mechanical drawing; Metallurgy;
Shop mathematics; Annealing; Welding; Tempering; Elements of
physics; Elements of chemistry; Modern Methods.
VIII. Brick-Making: Ceramics; Analysis of Soils; 3rick
composition for various purposes: Temperature for burning; Mathe-
matics; Modern Methods.
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,
IX. Confectioner.y : Machinery; Recipes; Mixing; Cooking
and temperature; Domestic Science and Home economica for girls.
X. Carpentering : Mechanical drawing; Architectural
Drawing; Reading of blue prints; Mathematics of building con-
struction; Geometry; Kinds of Materials; Architecture; Use of
tools.
XI. Plumbing : Reading of blue prints; Mathematics of
trade; Jointing: Hygiene; Legal Provisions; Chemistry; Physics;
Siphoning; Mpdern methods.
XII. Steam-fitting: Mathematics of trade; Reading of
blue-prints; Heating; Refrigation; Power-engines; Physics;
Architectural drawing;
XIII. Painting and Paper-hanging : Color-mixing; Hygiene
Mechanical and Architectural drawing; Color harmony and Design;
Finishing; Stenciling; Decorating; Varnishing.
XIV. Brick-laying. Concrete-mixing, and plastering :
Reading of blue-print; Mechanical and Architectural drawing;
Bond and Ornamental work; Re-enforcing; plastering; mathematics;
chimneys; Bonded and rowlock arches; Stuccoing; Panel work;
Cornice-making; Hard-finishing.
XV. Printing; : Machinery; Chemistry; Engraving; Inks
and Oils; Linotyping; Proof-reading; Press feeding; Steel and
Copper engraving; Lithograph and photo engraving; Etching;
Book-binding; English; Grammar; spelling; punctuation; syllabi-
cation; capitalization; mathematics of trade.
XVI. Laundering: Machinery; Bleaching; solutions;
ironing and folding; removing stains; (household science for girl
XVII. Upholstering : Mattresses; tapestrying; caning: ;
carpets; machinery*
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